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,...#Xt is often said that spin is only

an/^ssential complication. Nevertheless,

it appears that except in simple cases,

a certain amount of complication is, if

not essential, at least unavoidable.....•

from A.O. Barut, I. Muzinich, D.N. Willi
Physical Review, Volume 130, Number
page Uk3,
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CHAPTER I

NOTES ON THE LOREHTZ GROUP

1. Lorentz Transformations

The transformations forming the Inhomogeneous Lorentz

Group (I.L.G.) consist of the group of homogeneous Lorentz trans¬

formations (real Lorentz transformations of space-time and

3-dimensional rotations) followed by real space-time translations,

*,tA = A % xv + ; (v,p = 0,1,2,3) (1)

such that the/\ operations leave

invariant. This conditions restricts to satisfy the

condition

A jo A cr gjj.v * gyO(T ^ ^
where g is the metric tensor

|XV

*

goo = "gll * "g22 * ~g33 = 1
w

g^v as 0 for [X £ V .

The invariant form (2) is a result of a contraction between

upper and lower indices, so that g and g^v lower and raise

the indices to give us (2).

*2 = = g^*v . (5)
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Using the relation

g^v * ^ » (6)

we can write (3) in the form

a", A; = y <7>
from which it follows that the inverse of is given by

[A"1] *v - A „* (a)

The condition (3) is analogous to the condition of orthogonality

for the real rotation group, and can "be written in the form

AT G A s G (9)

and talcing the determinant of this, we have

det A = - 1 . (10)

In the following, we shall he interested in what are called

the proper Lorentz transformations. It is possible to connect any

two proper transformations by going through a continuous path, and

in this case the determinant in (10) is equal to +1. We neglect

the case with -1 in (10) because this corresponds to a discontinuous

transformation, e.g. a reflection given by with determinant

-1. These transformations are called improper.

It also follows from (10) that

I AM > i,
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the two cases "being called orthochronous and non orthochronous

respectively. As in the following, we shall "be interested
2

only in particles of m 0, our attention will "be restricted

to the positive "light cone", where the time component cannot

change sign under a Lorentz transformation. Thus we consider

only the following Lorentz transformations

proper I det (A^v) = +1

orthochronous I A°0 0 •

This completes our definition of the Lorentz transformations

Finally we demonstrate that inhomogeneous Lorentz trans¬

formations form a group, simply "by performing two consecutive

transformations \ A a^J and^Ag» a2^ » which give

1 j { A*-i | (n)

which is itself an inhomogeneous Lorentz transformati m as required

"by the group law.

The inverse follows then to "be

\t\, (K J"* = \ A~\ - A" <K \
and the identity element is ^ 1, 0^ .
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2. The Lie Algebra of I.L.G.

The element, of the Unitary representation of I.L.G., corres¬

ponding to an infinitesimal element 1 + co, e of the group,

can "be written to first order in the infinitesimal group parameters

as

U \l + w, e] « 1 + | co^v - i P^ (12)

As a consequence of (3)

0) s — 03
JJ.V Vji,

therefore w constitute six real parameters (three Lorentz
r*

transformations <°io, three rotations co^ i ^ 3 ^ 0) which
together with four from give us ten real parameters.

As these are unitary representations, it follows that the

generators must "be hermitian,

J = J+ , P = P+ (Ik)
|1V |iV» |I (X v

and that

J = - J , (15)
(XV vjx ' v J'

thus the I.L.G. has ten infinitesimal generators.

To derive the algebra these infinitesimal operators generate,

we must surely invoke the group property (11). To this end we

apply an arbitrary transformation U [A , a"] to both sides of
the operator equation (12), and use the group property (11).

For the left-hand side of (12) we get
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v * nA*
UM U[t«o,£]u"[AA1 = I + i (AwA'1 f 5~r-I Aj.) R

(16)

and for the right-hand sides

U [V][i • iw<"jj,v -1eh pr ]UIAa]
= ia U[A,«] 3^ U l[A,a.~J

-( Pr (w)

Comparing coefficients of w^v and in (16) and (17) we get,

Utvl Tf„U''[A,a] = A^ A%(Jr+ «rTf - at J,) (18)
_ I

U[A,ftl Pr U[AA1= AprPf
(19)

It is clear from these equations that J tran ^forms as a
(XV

tensor and P, as a vector under homogeneous Loeentz transformations,M"

and that further P is translation invariant.
IX

We now let \a , « f1 + X, *§ ^ , with X and ^
infinitesimal parameters, and "by equating the coefficients of X

in (18), and (19)» and the coefficients of ^ in (19), we get from

each respectively,

1 t ,Trl - ^ ffy- (20)



'FPz-'V \r ^
TP. ,1^1- o

(20), (21) and (22) form the Lie Algehra of I.L.G.

(21)

(22)

3« Definition of Spin Operators.

We have seen ahove that P fs commute with each other. We

now define another operator, to complete the list of commuting

operators,

which has the following commutation relation (C.R)

lv Pvl • 0 w

fv Wvl " -Un»f<r * ^ (25)

I WWv - SVX V (26)

and W =0 (27)

ejj.vpo- ~ the comPletely antisymmetric tensor.
It follows from these C.R. that P.P ss P^ and W.W « w

commute with all the generators of I.L.G. It can he shown that
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these two exhaust the list of all functions which commute with

all the generators.

We take P to "be diagonal with eigenvalue p, such that
2 2 2

p =c m (m fixed). Prom this point, we restrict the discussion

to p >0, because the only cases we shall be interested in are
2 2

p ^ 0, and the p = 0 case is sufficiently closely connected
2

with the p 0 case, so we shall leave its details till

paragraph 7.

Now W(p).p =s 0 means that it is possible to expand

W(p) along a basis of independent vectors orthogonal to p.

To this end we introduce the vectors n^' (i a 1,2,3 - spacelike)
which are orthogonal to p^

nf = 0 (28)

^ V nj, ■ - <29)
so that W(p) is expanded in the form

#(p) a 2 W±(p) (30)

w1(P) ■ <»>
Using (31) and the C.R. (25) we get

fsi(p), 8^(p) ] a i e1;.k Sk(p) (32)
W.(p)

where Si(p) a m (33)
y/hich is the well known SU(2,C) or 0(3) algebra, with
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2

Si2(p) - - ^2 • s(s+l) ; s a 0, %, 1.... (3^)
i 1 m

S is another diagonalisable operator, whose representations

S^), with eigenvalue s^, lahel the single particle states in
Hilhert space, along with the four-momenta p .

M1

For massless particles, W2 s 0 gives us, together with
2

W(p).p =s 0 and p - 0, the solution

W(p) = X(p) p (35)

where X(p) is a scalar. This is consistent with the fact that

the spin projection of a massless particle is fixed for all

Lorentz frames.

U• Vectors. R: ys and the Covering Group

In this paragraph, we shall just quote some very important

results, which we shall use without proof, suhsequentxy.

These are, the representation of physical states in quantum

mechanics, and consequences of some topological properties of the

parameter space of the group of Lorentz transformations.

We shall assume^ * ^ that there exists a Hilhert space ,

in which vectors 14?^ have a normalised unitary scalar

product. (4?/^ is defined in terms of the vectors ^ p, o~^> ,
labelled by the continuous momentum, and discrete spin quantum

numbers (cf. paragraph 3)»

(36)
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where /(p, cr) = <^p, a j is the wavefunction, with the
following "normalisation",

< C,<r| p',<r'> = S<J,(£-p') V<r' ' (37)

It follows from (36) and (37) that the scalar product in is

<#1 9> '= 2.1 ~ <p*(p<<b -Y-tp-0-)R (38)

where $ <*2* f ( f) . J <**)> £>(fi,) ^(p,-t"0 f ( ft, p)
l°e

defines the Lorentz Invariant measure.

Having defined "3^ with vectors possessing a

normalised unitary scalar product, we shall, in the following,

deal entirely with the vectors J p, <T^> , keeping in mind that
the proper normalised scalar product is given "by (38).

Now in quantum mechanics, the measurable quantities are the

moduli squares of the seaif / products in , which are the

transition probabilities between two states (vectors), so that,

all vectors differing from each other only by a phase factor

eia ( 0 < a ^ 2tc ) , will give rise to the same measurement.
Such collections of vectors are called rays. Thus the state of

a system is not described by a vector \^)> "but by a ray

1 <§ = eia !<£> .

The statement of a symmetry operation

!<# i

I , is

(39)



which is the conservation of the transition probability jI
being the ray after operation of T

We next state Wigner's Theorem^ .

To every symmetry operation j| on the rays, there corres¬
ponds a unitary or antiunitary additive operator U, which acts

on the vectors in ^ . U+ is defined by yt($*)>- 5/*
in the unitary case^*^ and <f<^> | (J ^ (tjf )> y c|> | (p in the
antiunitary case.

If now we suppose that the symmetry operations form a group

G » then there exists a unitary operator U(e) corresponding

to the identity element e. Now the U( g) being defined

uniquely up to a phase factor, we have

U(e) ® os i (39)

os being the phase factor, which we shall choose co ® 1. Further,

it can be shown, by using the additivity property of U( g) that

u(g1) u(g2) ® s2) u(gx, g2) (ko)

where g^ and g2 are elements of the group G .

We now turn out attention to I.L.G., which consists of the

translations and Lorentz transformations The latter form the

group 0(3t !) which is topologically a four-dimensional

"rotation" group, with metric g defined by (4).
(XV

If 'Li (a,A) be the unitary operators representing the

elements of I.L.G., i.e.

x In the following we shall be using only Unitary operators.
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4JL(A,ti) 1A (0,A)= V /A)

then hy (UO)

/U(AJi)"U(t>/l)= , t») t (, (b, 1)
tt (o/A)il(aJi) = 6o(A^)U(Aft/l)/tUo/A) <W)
it f 0, A,) AX (o,Aj) =■ 60 (A..AJ AX (o,A,

It has "been shown by Wigner^ ^ that w(a,b) and co( ,a)
can be assumed to be 1, and that w( 2^ - 1, hy examina¬
tion of the topological properties of the parameter space of

0(3,1).

Finally, we remark that - (0, ) form a single valued

representation of SL(2,C), the group of complex unimodular two-

dimentional matrices, A. This group is also called the universal

covering group of the homogeneous Lorentz transformations. We shall

denote the unitary operators representing the elements of I.L.G.

in the two-dimensional complex space U(a, A), and rewrite (1+1)

in this space as

U(a, 1) U(b, 1) • U a ♦ b, 1

U 0, A U a, 1 = U a, 1 U 0, A (i*2)

U 0, A1 U 0, A2 * U 0, AjAg

It is in fact the - sign in the third member of (Ul) that

gives rise to half-integral spins. The situation is the same in
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this respect, also for 0(3)» the group of pure rotations.

In the following, unless otherwise stated, we shall "be using

exclusively those representations of the Lorentz group that are in

SL(2, C). These matrices are given by eight real (four complex)

parameters with two real (one complex) relation(s) of uni-

modularity between them, thus, ending up with six real parameters

corresponding to w (= -w ) cf. (13).
jxv vp,

A Lorentz transformation is given by

A <T^ A* = cTr Kr =

where the one-to-two so called homomorphism between the elements

of the Lorentz group, A and tlie e^ement3 2x2-
unimodular group, A, is given by

A^,[±A3=k"Tr(^A^AT) iuh)

where <T0 = 1, the Pauli spin-matrices, and a « (, -o).

5. Unitary Representations of

According to the last paragraph, we can examine the effect

of a symmetry operation on the rays by considering the operation

of a Unitary Operator onto the vectors | p, cr)> .

Firstly, because the translations from an Abelian subgroup

of I.L.G., we can represent them by a one-dimensional representation,
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U [a / 1] I IP i<r> = e ^ \lP/CT> (45)

We now Introduce an operator PA., such, that

P[M lp'<7> = \ Ap ,<r> (1>6)

where A s A [ A] Is an element of SL(2, C). It follows from

this definition that

UKll P[A"111p.<J"> - •*>
r>

(47)

v A"' p. a- i
- e j a

p[A"'] U[Aa,-LHp,(r> = e K°"* P[*M\9-v>
V Aa.b v

- e \ a p ,o-y

hut it is easily seen from (8) that """^p.a x A a.p so that,

ur^.rjpfa-1] = p[a"'i uimma (u8)

From the second member of (4£) and (48), it follows that

lUfAa/ll , QT AT]*o
(49)

where

QW = U [0, A] P£A-V}.
(50)

It follows from (49) that ©[A"] commutes with all u[a, iQ ,

and since the exponentials (cf. (45)) forin a complete set of
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functions of p , therefore Q [A] commutes with all other
r

functions of p as well. This means that Q[A], although it is
a function of p, it is also only a constant matrix in the space

of p, and is an operator in the space of <5 alone. We express

this "by

Q[A] |p,<r> = 2.

Prom (i+8) and (1|.9) we get

U [ 0, A] 1 p , o- > r=X QO , A ] ^ < ( Ap, cr' >
(52)

To determine <$[P, , we examine its group properties

"by using the group operations of the homogeneous Lorentz trans¬

formations (c.f. 3rd member of (1+2)) in (52). This yields

Z Qrp-A^O [A,p, A,]^, - Qtp-A.AJl.,,
(53)

from which it is clear that

Q [p, 11 -- Srr> ■

T
Obviously, q [ p, a] do not form a group for age: SL(2C)+ ,

but if we consider the subgroup of L-orentz transformations
O

including all a, such that

; AI A,~\ p = V



where p is some standard momentum four-vector, then

= qip'i A, Aa"i

^TA,] = ^[A,A»3
(55)

o

Thus the subgroup of all matrices A have representations

satisfying the group property (55) • It is called the "little

group".

We now proceed to prove that the representation <^lA\
of the "little group" determines the representation of the whole

group. It must however at this stage he made clear if the system
O O

under consideration has got timelike (p )> 0), lightlike (p = 0),
2

spacelike (p < 0) or null (p » 0) four-momentum square. This
M*

is because we are interested in representations, the states of

which vanish except for such momenta as can be obtained from each

other by homogeneous Lorentz transformations Therefore the class
2

of p must be specified in addition to the representation of the

"little group".

To prove this, we introduce the "boost" operators defined by

U To, B(p)] j p , cr'y a \p, a^> (56)
where B(p) is An SL(2C) element taking p to p, while in

the 0(3, 1) space, we shall denote these elements by L(p)^v.
(54) is equivalent to having set

Q\"p, B-1(p)] = 1 (57)
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We now write

U[°/A] = uro, B(Ap)]U[o, B"(Ap)]Uto,A]U [b>fe(p)3U[o, B(p)]
~ Ufo, B(Ap)] Cj [4] u^o, |3r'(p)] (58)

whence

UfO, A] |p,(T> = Uro,B(Ap)] ^[A]U[0,B'(f)]|f,ir> (59)

where c| | A J being a representation of the little group, operates
only in the <T-space, thus

uro, All ¥>,<!->» ^ |Ayp,c-'>

and
* p. A

(60)

U 1^/A ] |^,T> = £ |A?(61)

Finally we remark that it is easy to see by use of (56) and

(59) that the representations of the little groups leaving p and

p* invariant respectively, are identical.

Formula (61) gives us the transformation of states under

the group of inhomogeneous Lorentz transformations.
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6. The Representation of the Little Groups

In this paragraph we shall classify the representations of
2 2

the little groups for the cases p > 0 and p s 0.

(i) p2 = m2 > 0 :
To find that subgroup of the group of all homogeneous

if}

Lorentz transformations which leaves p invariant, we require

that the following equation "be satisfied for any element A of

that subgroup I

i or r i+ . o- r (62)
M* H*

which is just a special case of (U3)-
As the choice of p is arbitrary, we choose it in this case

to be the rest frame of the system (single particle) concerned^

p as (m, 0, 0, 0), whence (62) reduces to

A A+ a 1 (63)

This means that the elements of the little group must be unitary,

that is, they belong to the SU(2, C) subgroup of SL(2, C). Thus,

the group of invariance in the rest frame of the particle is the

Rotation Group, and hence the states are labelled by spin (intrinsic)

angular momentum quantum numbers. This can be a definition of spin,

in complete accordance with the content of paragraph 3* The effect

of a Lorentz transformation, on a state will be

ur°i =Z P,vlAl |Ap,<r'> -
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We shall now quote some useful results from the theory of

representations of SU(2, C), which is the covering group of the

Rotation Group, 0(3)•
The matrices representing the elements of the "little Group",

U) t where j determines the dimensionality of the angular

momentum representation, (2J + 1) components of spin, are unitary,

and therefore, from the following different representations

d(3) d(3)* dU)t-1 t-1 (65)

the first and the fourth, as well as the second and the third are

the same. Furthermore, the two different representations, say the

first and second, are related "by a similarity transformation

D^[A]* m G \A] C"1 (66)

where C is a (23+1)x(23+1) unitary matrix with

c c s , c c* =i (67)

The matrix C is the metric spinor, that is, it defines a

scalar product in spinor space. Had we considered the spinors

the set (65) act on

5o< 5^ S ^

we would have seen that for unitary representations an upper

dotted (undotted) index is equivalent to a lower undotted (dotted)

index, from which it follows immediately that C and C are

raising and lowering (metric) operators respectively. With the
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usual phase conventions, C can "be taken as the matrix

<r <r ' = (~) ®
(69)

Lastly we give the Lie Algebra for SU(2, C). The rotations

form a three-parameter group, and hence are generated by three

infinitesimal generators a J (i * 1»2,3 spacelike),
which have the following well known Lie Algebra

IV = i Jk (70)

where e£ *s -fche totally antisymmetric tensor. The (25 + l)
dimensional representations are then given by

0'\ JT* t lo ^ S^, <rt x
(71)

<' I
M t

\cr>

(ii) p2 a m2 s 0 I

Choosing p ss (w, 0, 0, w) as our standard four-vector, we

proceed as in (i), by substituting this £ into (62). It then

follows that an element of the little group would be of the

following form

♦ Cp/x
£ e

(72)
A =

L e

where & is an arbitrary complex number and 0

By aPPlying two consecutive such transformations, we find

the resultant
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o (73)

which is obviously another element of this little group. Further¬

more, it is clear from the diagonal elements of this matrix that

some of the operations of this group are the rotations through /

around an axis in a two dimensional abstract space.

To investigate the structure of this group further, it will

he convenient to consider its operations in space-time, although,

as we have said before, we shall finally be concerned only with

the representations of the subgroup of SL(2, C) in the two-

dimensional complex space.

The homogeneous Lorentz transformations constituting

the elements of the "little group" must satisfy

and if we represent these transformations in terms of their

infinitesimal versions

then the following two conditions on the infinitesimal part

hold

p - ( to , O , O , U> ) (7U)

. s\* of. (75)

d, r * °
(76)

(77)



It follows from (76) and (77) that the "little group" is a

three parameter group, the three parameters corresponding to the

following non-vanishing iOT

Q = - Q - Cp ^

or.-O0' = * - Q*4 -
(79)

-or, -sT- fcx
(80)

It is clear that (78) is a rotation in a plane perpendicular

to the third axis (c.f. (72)) and its generator for the unitary-

representation is Sy Calling the other two generators corres¬
ponding to the parameters ^ ^ and ^ g, and Lg respectively,
and "by repeating the procedure in paragraph (2), we find for the

Lie Algebra of this little group

[ Jj, LJ = 1I»2 (81)

I jy Lg] = -1LX (82)

[ Li. Lg] = 0 (83)
where

iWi -- 1' 1 <¥ J» 1 (84)

Prom (83)» we see that this group has an Abelian subgroup,

which means that its unitary representations will be infinite

dimensional. However, we must have finite dimensional representations,

because these matrices operate in the spin space (cf. (i))> and the
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number of spin-projections must be finite. We must thus represent

the Abelian "translations", and Lg» by

LjL 1 P» cr > « L2 lp, a> a 0 (85)

and thus we end up with the representations

U[R] = e' TsCf
(66)

The effect of a Lorentz transformation, /S, , on a helicity

state defined by

Jj 1 p, X > = X \p, X> (87)
will be

UTR(a)3 |p,x> - e jAP, x>
(88)

which is in agreement with what we sould have got from (72) had

we set 2f a 0.

We must make a remark on (87)• Here X, the helicity,

replaces cr, the third component of spin as the eigenvalue

labelling a state. The difference is, that X is the projection

of spin along the direction of the momentum. The difference the

little groups suffer in this case is due to the redefinition of

the "boost" in equation (56) by

u£b(p)]u[h(p)] \p, X> a (p, X") (89)
A /\

where R(p) is the rotation taking z into p. The helicity
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2 v 2
""boosts" for m > 0 tend to the helicity "boosts" for m = 0

2
in the limit of m ? 0. We shall return to these points in

greater detail in Section IV.

Prom (88) we deduce that a particle which travels with the

speed of light, i.e. is massless, has the same helicity in all

Lorentz frames. We also note that these representations are

one-dimensional, and correspond to a particle of spin j = \ Xj
The (%, %)-element in (72) clearly refers to a spin % particle,

and the representation for a spin-j particle is obtained by

making use of

Ji ) _ ~l>'"rcQ] = C J t> [q!
which follows from

t>n» tt-k k J]» [j-i i a ]

r ' \" i *
where L J J J J y is the C.G. coefficient of SU(2,C).

(90)

(91)

7- Irreducible Renrese: tions of H.L.G.

The above representations give us only the transformation

properties of spin-states due to a change of Lorentz frame. They

are essentially representations of the little groups. In paragraph

2, however, we did have occasion to refer to the actual trans¬

formation properties of certain objects under the group of homo¬

geneous Lorentz transformations (H.L.G.). In this paragraph, we

shall classify the irreducible representations of this group.



Its Lie Algebra is given in paragraph 2, equation (20). Since

the dependent J are six in number, we make the following re-

arrangement, such that we can deal with this antisymmetric tensor

as a set of two independent three-vectors,

Ji ■ Kjk Jjk

Ki - Jio = - Joi

in terms of which equation (20) becomes

I ] = i e13k Jk

fJi ' Kjl = 1 «ijk^ (92)

K • k3] " -1 *i;)k Jk

These commutation relations can be decoupled by defining

A s + iK ]
(93)

B ss %[ J - iK

whose commutation relations are

tAi ' Aj} = 1 ®ljk \

lBi ' b31 " 1 ®ijk ®k <»>

IAi ' M " 0

The bases of the representations of H.L.G. must therefore be

labelled by the weights (A, a) and (B, b). We shall here choose,
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in view of the commutation relations, that A and B are repre¬

sented "by the generators of SU(2, C), that is, a and "b take
on the values —A to +A and -B to +B respectively,

<A,a; B,b| A | AB, b'> = ^bb'

<A,«;B.b|B| A,*'; 13, b'> = S.^'

where a**e given "by (71).

It is clear from (93) that for all representations (A, B)
apart from (0, 0), the representations will not "be unitary#

"because K is replaced "by an anti-hermitian matrix. This means

that the corresponding representation matrices listed in (65)
■»

are all different.

The simplest irreducible representations will "be obtained by

J j(3) K—* -i : (A,B) m (3,0)
(96)

j => j^) K —^ +1 : (A,B) = (0,3)

It follows from this, that the have representa¬

tions and D^)[a] for (3,0) and (0,3) respectively,
which are related by

D [A] = [A""1 ^ . (97)
These matrices do not anymore operate on the spin-states as

in (60) but rather on a different basis, called the Spinor Basis.

This is achieved by writing the representation matrix of a little

group element as
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Jjo) -i X^rA-i ^'i<°K
] b [A] jy cb +3 (98)

and regarding the representations of the ""boosts" as the trans¬

formations to the spinor "basis, thus giving the operation of

»<*>>[a] on this new "basis. We shall return to this point in the

next two sections

From (97) and (68) it is easy to see that, up to a similarity
transformation,

(A, B)* a (B, A) • (99)

It is also clear that

(A, B) a (A, 0) x (0, B) . (100)

As an example of this classification, we have the well known

spinor G~ p^, which according to eq. (U3) transforms with

d(^*°)[a] a A and B^2* °^[A| sCd^WCs A* , and
hence it belongs to the (%, %) representation. The generalisations

of 0". p to (V2, V2) representations are straightforward and

will "be given in the next $ect*o«, oh,

According to the convention for labelling the indices of

different representations, we have cr s <5* while the
r"* H*

spinor transforming with A and A , i.e. the (0%) and (0%)
representations will be ^ » where it follows from (96),
that

a (1, —o" ) if 6^ = (1, a) .

From the representations (96), it is clear that J are the

generators corresponding to the rotation subgroup of the homogeneous
„—b

Lorentz transformations, K correspond to the pure Lorentz
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transformations, or, as we have called it above, boosts. We

consider ss B as the simplest example!

p -<r=p-<r

p = ( m., o, o, o") (101)
Choosing the positive square root solution of (102), we have

most generally

B = I2— U , (102)

As in (89)» the choice of U = 1 and U « U(R(p)) correspond to

the diagonalisation of the spin along z and p respectively.

With the usual parametrization of Lorentz transformations

p — PA X p sa jp (103)

thus

, . £ X
b-«: . -e r

A -*1 11

-p- I X

(10U)

which is in agreement with what is given by the representation (96).
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CHAPTSR II

COVABIANT SCATTERING FUNCTIONS

1. Unitary Invariant S-matrix

In a scattering experiment, all the initial incoming states

are given in a has is j(a) in in JtL , of orthogonal vectors,

where (a) is the collection of all the quantum numbers labelling

the state. The final outgoing states are given in another

orthogonal basis j (p) out \ and therefore the transition ampli¬
tude is given by

<^(p) out j (a) in y . (l)
So that the scalar product (£3$ may be determined, the operator

S is defined, such that it maps all states j(a) in onto the

space of states j(a) out yi

<\(a) out J ss <^(a) in j S . (2)

Prom the requirement that

<^(a) in j (p) in s <^(a) out | (p) out \
it follows that S is unitary, S S+ as 1 .

We now consider a symmetry group G to each of whose elements

there corresponds the unitary operation U(g) on the state vectors

(Wigner*s theorem). The statement that the transition probability

is invariant -under this symmetry is
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msu>\* -\<?\or^ys u(^w>r (3)

from v/hich it follows that

<,S| S|*>s U'^tJ) S U(^)h> (U)

where co(g, a, |3) is a phase factor.

Using the linearity of S, one finds that co(g, a, p) is

independent of a, (3 within a coherent subspace of , i.e.

a suhspace where linear superposition of states is permitted.

Furthermore, t lis symmetry group G will "be compatible wit i

the scattering process, only if there is not transition "between

subspaces labelled by different eigenvalues of observables invariant

under G.

Thus, within a coherent subspace we have

XTl(g) S U(g) * o>(g) s . (5)

It is easy to see that to(g) behaves like a group element

«(gx) «(g2) ■ w(Si» S2) * ^
Now in the case of relativistic invariance, these one

dimensional representations of & consist of the identity repre¬

sentation, so that S and U(g) automatically commute and hence

fs't k] = S [K] , (7)
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where [ K~] stands for the set of four-momentum of the external

free particles.

Now our group of invariance is the I.L.G. The unitary repre¬

sentations of the transformations of the free particle states

corresponding to the external particles of the process, is given

in Sec. X, paragraph 5« An S-natrix element transforms therefore

with as many U(g) (or U(g)+) as it has external incoming

(outgoing) particles!

S[K] = ex|> (t 2_k,-<3-) IL SSa-V^
J cs i (8)

where "X k.a = 0 "by momentum conservation, and (*-) means

complex conjugation for incoming particles only.

Before ending the paragraph, we define the R functions "by

R as 8-1 (9)

which transforms like

RM . 31 RtA"'K3
(10)

The little group elements here operate in a space where the

third component of the spin is quantized, that is the "boost operators

are given "by (X^). If we took the "boost operators to "be given by

(1^1) instead, then we would have the H-function. These are
( c\ )

called the Helicity Amplitudesv '.
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2. Bninor Amplitudes - M-functions

Prom the point of view of constructing solutions of scattering

functions, it would "be desirable to have a function which transforms

simply under H.L.G. These solutions lead to the expansion of the

amplitude into a set of independent scalar (invariant) amplitudes

with respect to a set of bases which are the solutions themselves.

We shall not, however, be concerned with any particular examples

of this procedure of finding invariant amplitudes, but we are

interested only in the general aspects of such scattering functions.

The II—function is defined by

M[Ki = JL
SQ i ' ft J65 i

(11)

and it follows from (10) arid (11) that under a Lorentz trans¬

formation A( A) it transforms as

MtA-'K.!
(12)

® i

that is according to the - r representation of the&> <

H.L.G.

The simplest non-trivial example of a scattering amplitude

is the elastic spin %spin 0 scattering. Naturally there can be

no process with just one spin-% particle, as this would violate

fermion conservation. The demonstration of this is very simple.

Prom (1.89*) it follows that 13 \Mand from (lj-5)
we know that A (-a) * A (a), therefore

M[K] = MlA(-l)] = (-V ij;J>blMW = (-V
(13)
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hence, the only possible M |k] are those which do not vanish

identically, i.e. when i. is integer.
*» t

Coming hack to the j_ )0 5 , o example, we write (12) in
this special case

M [K ) a A ® A M [A"1 K (1U)

which is in fact of the same form as (U3)» This equation is satis¬

fied by the following solutions (Wt-.cr) , (t;.cr)( Wj -o^X^-cr) >

(^;.<r)(fej-3i)(ke.cr)(k„.6:)(krv.o-) etc and combinations
thereof so as to give the scattering function definite signature

under parity. If an R or H function has definite trans¬

formations und iv parity, then

R [K] = ±„p R[g) ;(K]=rK0-?l
where rip is the product of the individual parities of the
process. The + sign refers to parity invariance. Using (11)
we find from (15) that the transformations under parity of the

M-function is

Mr*J. M,It
®l (16)

It is clear that one of the most important formal apparatus

in the formulation of scattering functions for any spins is the

generalized spin-matrices corresponding to the operators

. We shall discuss these in the

next paragraph.
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3. Higher Spin Matrices

The Pauli spin matrices C~,. can "be looked upon as vectors
P* 5 i

with respect to Lorentz transformations. From equation fr-43) we

can extract the following formal transformation equation!

» rji^rA] = Ar, <r". w)

It is our purpose in this paragraph, to give the construction^ ^ '
of such matrices which transform according to the (3, 3*) repre¬

sentations of the H.L.G,!

®i-i ' (18)

where Ms max(3, 31) and (|i) a {j^ ji2,...., |x2M« This is the
transformation equation for a tensor of rank 2M, which is a

spin M matrix. This equation resembles (I-IH) which is the

transformation equation for the tensor J
( }

The (23+1) x (23*+1) rectangular matrices p^'(3,3t) can
be cons tructed from the matrices by a process of spin addition

with the use of Clebsch Gordan coefficients. Vfe give below only

the construction'of spin-1 matrices, as the others are obtained

by further straightforward spin addition!

p1 . (i ■ 1') r 1 hii iV \ ;i i'l'. r erf. cr" .,' « J p -3T-C T V (19)

where (3, 31) may take on the values (1, 1), (1, 0), (0, l) or

(0, 0). The spin 1 matrix transforms as a second order tensor

xxnder SL(2, C).
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It follows from this construction and the following ortho-
s

gonality relations of the Pauli spin matrices

(20)

that

X rr . Prf ft c A'a °r ^ (rr ' = »* y
h (Jr ■ o: _ c ' C-2 ft *j2 - «« yfy*

• f
/

P^'cjoV

/o,^' (C)^' (21)
which are the orthogonality relations of the spin-M matrices.

To verify that given hy (19) satisfies the trans¬

formation equation (18) we have to use the following identity

(22)

in (18) and thai use (17)*

We 3hall denote the special cases p (j, d) by t^ • These
square (2j+l) x (23+1) matrices will he particularly important

in the next chapter. From their definition, (19)» it follows that

they are symmetric in the interchange of any of the indices in (p)
and that

too•.•o S - . <23)'a(3 "" a0 *

Further, hy using (19) and the second member of (21) we see that
/

ape traceless in any two of the indices (p.) in the following

sense , nh-hj
=
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1+. M-ftuictions for Massless Particles

In Section V, we shall have occasion to deal with M-functions

for processes involving massless particles.

In paragraph 2 of this section, we pointed out that the

solutions of an M-function transformation equation are combinations

of objects like [k, a3 • This is in fact the representations
of the square of a boost operator, in particular, for the case of

massive particles. If the particles involved are massless, we

shall naturally have to use the corresponding boosts, which are

completely different functions of the momenta from say the boost

given in equation 1.102). We shall not work out explicit expressions

for the massless boosts till Section V, where we shall need them.

Here, however, we shall only give the way in which the M-functions
( 1 )

are modified^ ' for massless particles if we start from the

M-functions of the corresponding massive particles. Our des-
( '} )

cription of this methodv ' will be a rather inelegant demon¬

stration for the sake of brevity.

For a spinor £ transforming according to ^ [a] » thea
»

Weyl equation of motion
» '

[k - e x 0 (21+)

must be satisfied, and since this is also the way our M-function

transforms with respect to an outgoing particle, we conclude that

for each outgoing massless particle of momentum k^ and spin $
involved in the process, there should be a restriction on the

M-function

lie.? ] MFKl = o



and
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0 (26)

for each incoming particle.

We consider the pion-neutrino elastic scattering as an

example, since we will need this result in Section V. Treating

the neutrinos as massive for the moment, we enumerate four inde¬

pendent amplitudes, thus we would like to construct four inde¬

pendent spinor bases of the form k.cr (c.f. paragraph 2 of

this section) to expand the M~amplitude in terms of four scalar

amplitudes A*[K] !
i

— _ . (i)
MSS/[K"3 - A [Kl Vas,

(27)

In the process, we have three independent fourmomenta

k^, k^ and n = kg - k^, say. A possible choice of such basis
functions is

= k,.er

■ v<2> . *,.«■
(28)

= n.ff

'(lt)
= (k3.o')(n.cr)(]c1.ir)

It is seen from (16) that these bases do not give rise to an

M-function with definite parity signature, but since this is a

weak process, we shall consider (28) satisfactory, and only set

out to take account of the masslessness of the neutrinos. Applying

(25) and (26) to (27) and (28) we find that
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* A*2^ • A*3^ » 0 (29)

and that MM* A^ [k*.a] , (30)
that Is* xv —3. xv has only one amplitude.
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CHAPTBR III

LOCAL FIELDS

1. (.1. Ol and (O. .11 Fieias(1)

It is our purpose in this paragraph to introduce field

operators and % (j g spin), which transform

according to the (3, 0) and (0, j) representations of H.L.G.

respectively. We shall take it for granted that a field operator
t

can he expanded in terms of the operators a and b+ and a set

of "basis functions which have the appropriate transformation

properties under H.L.G. a is an annihilation operator for a

particle while h+ a creation operator for an antiparticle

(if there exists one different from the particle). The reason

f
we have this combination a aM b+ is that the field, which

satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation, has both positive and

negative energy solutions and thus, in a Fourier expansion,

negative and positive frequency parts. Arguing, after Birac,

that the negative energy states must correspond to antiparticles,

we conclude that the positive frequency part must be associated

with the antiparticle operator, and that, because of positive

frequency, it must be a creation operator. The opposite applies

to the negative frequency part.

One further requirement on these fields will be that their

observables satisfy causality, i.e. their commutators or anti-

comnrutators must vanish for spacelike distances

[»0<x), +p(jr)] = 0
for (x-y) spacelike. This condition cannot be satisfied except
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by Fermi-Bose statistics and crossing symmetry. We shall not here

demonstrate this fact "but will Just proceed with the construction

of the fields in such a way that the connection "betweenq?in and

statistics is satisfied. In the next paragraph we shall have

occasion to see that causality is satisfied too "by these fields.

Let a+(p, o) and a(p, 0) "be the operators in Hilbert

space, whose operation on the vacuum to the right and left res-

pectively creates a single particle state of momentum p and
JL> wfck

spin projection <3" • Similarly, let the operators "b (p, c) and

"b(p, o") have the same role with respect to the antiparticles.

It is clear from this definition, that a+ transforms,

according to the single particle transformation equation (I. (A )

as

U[A] a+(p,<r)U[A-']=Z d" [A 'l ( Ap/<r")
(1)

and by hermitian conjugation,

UTAj GUp,cr) U[V']=-2 I A"']^
T> . t

(2)

where we have also used the unitarity of the little group

representation.*
O ( 1 ) r °

Because of the unitarity of A and hence of DVd/ LA (] >

an upper (lower) dotted index is equivalent to a lower (upper),
undotted index, following the remarks in Section I paragraph ( 6 ),

* We fix our ideas on the fields corresponding to massive particles
with little groups SU(2, C).
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and hence, using the raising and lowering operators of spinor

indices we have the relation

if [A*J = c .
(3)

o

Using the unitarity of Dl[A~\ and (3) we can rewrite (1) as

UfAlatp^UtA-'M }GD[A-'-Scf
(k)

"b (p.a) and h(p,cr) transform as a (p,cr) and a(p, cr) res¬

pectively.

We next define operators a(p, cr) and 0(p, &) as

expansions in a(p, cr) and h (p, a) respectively, with respect

to the "spinor "basis" (df para ( ?-), Section I).

Otfp,cr) = 2. a (p,a)

2. If'bf(p,<r')
<r'

(6)

such that they transform according to the (j, 0) representation

Of H.L.G.

U[A] c^(]p ,<r) \J [A ] =. 2_ A 3& (a^», cr')*' ' (7)

U[AJ f,iw>ut»"i,z i:unp(rr,»0.
(a)
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for the factor of (-)2^ in the definition of 0(p, cr), eq. (13).
This factor has "been arbitrarily so chosen as to have causal

commutation relations between the (j, 0) type and (0, 3)

type fields, which so far we constructed quite independently of

each other. We shall see this in the next paragraph.

Before we end this paragraph, we consider the parity (space

inversion) properties of these fields.

Prom the well known transformation properties of single

particle states under parity U(P), we can derive the following

transformation law

U[P] a(p,o) utp-'J - f a (V£,<0

DTP] b(p,°r)U[P']-- fjp W-p.O
* 4 i i r

(m)
r ■.

05)

where and t] are phase factors,

Applying (ll|.) and (15) to the fields and 9^^ in

equations (9) and (11), then changing the variable of integration

p«-^-p we find the following transformation equations for the

fields

urp] ^Wurp-']-
utp] <V)U[p'] - % <-) (16)

where x « (xQ , - x). The condition on the phase factors is
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Yr *) p * (17)

which is a consequence of locality and our desire to have the

simple transformation laws (16\
In the case where we have particles which are the same as their

antiparticles, we have, "by setting a(p, cr) » t>(p, c) in (19)
and (11), the relations

Finally, we remark that the Fourier transforms (9) and (11)

are only relevant to fields corresponding to massive particles. As

we shall not need massless particle fields in the following, we

shall not introduce these, save to say that due to the trans¬

formation property of a single massless particle state, equation

(1.88), which is one dimensional, it follows that h+(p", A) will

transform just like a(p - X), and h+(p, -A) like a(p, A).
Due to this fact, to satisfy causality "between and X(J>

21
fields, there is no need of the factor (-) in the analogous

equation to (13)« Otherwise formally everything is the same as for

massive fields, however, for example the "boost operators in the two

cases are completely different functions of the fourmomentum.

%!(*) -- i c,,, <$r,U)

(fj (X) =. 1 (-7J C„, TLr,(x).
<r'

(18)

2. Commutation Relations

In Section VI, we shall "be discussing the equal-time

commutation relations of currents, for which we need to know
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the equal-time commutation relations of the fields constituting

the currents# We shall give the latter in this paragraph.

We have already stated that the fields defined in the last

paragraph satisfy the causality condition, and here we shall find

out that indeed they do, subject to Statistics and Crossing, plus

the Fermi anticommitation miles or the Bose commutation relations
mim

of the a(p, 0) and h(p, C) operators I

with all others vanishing.

The choice of the commutation rules (19) is conventional,
•Jk

hut is not consistent with our previous definition of a(p, 0")

and h(p, cr) operators. In fact, to use (19) we must make the

replacement a(p, a) —>,/p0a(p, a") in (9) and (11). This is
done to ensure a Lorentz invariant commutator, and we shall

hereafter use this definition of creation operators throughout.

Using (19)» it is straightforward to derive the commutators

and anticomnrutators for the fields themselves J

[ , oUp^cr')! =- i ,(p-p/) >

(19)

±. C

(20)

where ir'Vi -
(21)
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and in terms of the higher spin matrices introduced in the third

paragraph of Section II, we can write

-rrti) /-»i
<r<r'^ " ^ <r<r' ' (22)

Using (22), equation (20) takes the form

f--CI) (H"J ~j . - if /*a f*Zi -v ~"T .

tra.,
(23)

where A (x-;/) is the invariant function

-_L "j e'>,c t A' e ? •' (i*)5 1 ipj?] 1 (2i|)
| * .... J . •

This satisfies causality only if the two terms have equal and

opposite coefficients, that is, if we enforce the usual connection

between spin and statistics!

T(-)2;) = 1 • (25)

Equation (24) will then reduce to the usual causal invariant

function A (x).

To see more explicitly that (24), subject to (25) satisfies

causality, all we have to do is consider the equal-time case,

i.e. xQ - yQ, in which case, A (0, x - y) vanishes because
the integrand becomes antisymmetric in "iT, the variable of
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integration, while the limits are symmetric ahout zero. Now

A (x-y) is a Lorentz scalar therefore Lorentz transformations

connecting x to all points outside the light cone (space-like

separation) will give A. (Ax) = A (x) • It follows that

thus spin 0 fields do satisfy causality. At first sight this is

surprising because causality is to "be satisfied only by field

observables, that is, hermitian operators. This is in fact the

case for spin 0 field operators. The reason is that as a Boson,

this field has the same parity for its particle and antiparticle,
X

and in the absence of o '.her quantum numbers the creation operators

for particle and antiparticle are identical. Further, in this case

and only in this case, the complex conjugate of the wavefunction

corresponding to particle annihilation in /6^°^ is the same as

that of antiparticle (a particle) creation in trivially,

because they are both equal to one. It follows that and

only is an hermitian field and satisfies the causal com¬

mutation rule (26).
For all & 0, this procedure is inapplicable.

We shall now turn our attention to a particular case of

II We treat isospin and hypercharge independently and we neglect
them here.

A-(x-y) as 0 for all (x - y)2< 0.
For 3 ~ 0, (23) becomes

(26)
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spacelike separation, namely equal-time commutation relations.

We shall "be needing these in Section VI.

Setting xQ *= yQ in (23), it is a straightforward matter to
calculate the equal-time commutation relations for any j, for

now the exponents in the integrand in A(x-y) are functions of

p only, and they are either antisymmetric in p in "which case
*At

the Integral vanishes, or are symmetric in p , in which case we

get the standard representations for all orders of derivatives

of b-functions^ \ This suggests that except for lightlike

separations £(x - x), the fields at equal times commute at

all spacelike separations. This is not, strictly speaking, the

requirement of causality.

We give here the equal-time commutators between spin % and

spin 1 fields, as examples

^ *.*V P (27)

[ = -2-1

(28)

A spin - ^ field equal time commutator will have "both a
o(x-y) and o(x - y) contribution, while for spin -2 a ;(x-y)
and ^^(x-y) and b^\x-y) and so on.

It is obvious that the commutation relations between ^ (x)
and 0CiJ)^(y) will be just the same as those above, except for the

mmm

replacement of life) by n(p) « II(pQ,- p ).
In terms of the higher spin matrices defined in Section II
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paragraph 3, and from the representations given "by (1.96), this
is given "by

■

I o) , j| , t*' f ^ ■ *■ y~~>-1

r ' r ' (29)

where iG the sPin matrix transforming according to

D^[a] x d'^ [a*J, or d(°»;') g d^0'^^ .

Finally, we consider the commutation relations between

and It is easy to see from (9), (11) and (1.96), that

this commutator is

[>'« CO , TCn'J (l)]t= •»*' ^

which is equal to zero for equal-times.

3. Vertex Functions I

In the following section (IV), we shall be concerned with

some perturbation theoretic calculations, using the method of

Feynman Rules( {°\ p©r this purpose we have all the necessary

formal apparatus, namely the (j, 0) and (0,3) fields and

their commutators, given above in this section.

Now in the course of evaluating a Feynman diagram, we need

to have the interaction Hamiltonians, which come in through

Dyson's formula^^ These Hamiltonians of interaction are



are taken to be an invariant product of the three fields corres¬

ponding to the three particles at the vertex.

A scalar constructed from three fields with general trans¬

formation properties (J t 31,)» (32» 32f) and 3^*) is

J I -l j J } \ / J. J, \ ( j, J, ) r-Jt ^ 1 ^0'
, ) ) 9 (*)Cf co

\ tf» <>S / \ <r, cr, <Tj / <*, <T\ <r, <r' ^ <r/

and in the case 3^' as 32* s 3^* s o we simply have

/j.j j, \ ^ (>»"> (i-j)
( ' M % (») (V) CP <*) .V <r, <rx / ' ^

(31)

(32)

The construction of (3» 0) and (0, 3) fields has been given

above in paragraph 2 of this section, however (3» 3*) fields have

not been discussed. The latter are easily obtained from the former

remembering that (A, 0) (x) (0, B) - (A, B) .

The advantage of the (3, 0) and (0, 3) fields is, that

they correspond to particles of spin 3, and have (23+1) components.

These are irreducible.

The advantage of (3» 3') occurs in the case where 3 -

when, from (16) it follows that (3» 3) fields transform

definitely under parity. However, a disadvantage of these

reducible fields is, that

( J » j') - ( i ,o) (o , j') ^ (j ♦ i')S> . . . £)

1
corresponds to particles of spins (3+3*) to J 3-3*J > and in the
event of our attention being restricted to a particle of definite

spin (this is the only useful case) we shall, by using such fields
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"be faced with many components which are quite redundant. For

example, when we use ' °oo' Pn for a apin one particle,
we are really dealing with two particles of spin () = 1 and

% - % =0, In this case, when we want a spin-1 particle

described with three components, we have to use a Lorentz condition

d p = 0 to get rid of one redundant component.
We will therefore prefer to deal with irreducible fields -

even though they have no definite transformation under parity -

so as to avoid having redundant components.

Now the scalar combination (32) is not in general hermitian.

It would be hermitian only for the special case x ^3 -
For this reason, in general (32) should be linearly combined with

its hermitian conjugate.

Further, it has not got definite signature under parity as

it stands. From (16) it appears that the vertex, which is a tri-

linear in fields should be a combination of both jt^^(x) and

X^^(x) type fields. Neglecting all other intrinsic quantum
numbers but parity, it is seen from (17) that bosons and anti-

bosons can be taken to be identical since they have the same

parity. Thus a boson field of type (3, 0) retains its trans¬

formation character under space inversion as shown by (18), and

therefore in a vertex, we need not use both types of boson fields,

As for fermions, so as to have a vertex of definite space inversion

properties, they must occur in pairs because of the duality of

equations (16). This is in fact an expression of the conservation

of Fermion number, which could be otherwise derived very simply

from the transformation law of a scattering function (II.8 or 12),
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the homomorphism equation (l.l)H-) and [-a] = (-)2^ D^^[a1
which follows from (I.90).

Now in the invariant product (32), all the fields have the

same transformation property, however, according to the argument

just given, we should in general replace at least one of them by

a *X^^(x) type field which, according to the contents of Section I

paragraph 7, transforms differently, and hence it would not maJce

sense to define an invariant product for them with a 33-symbol,

except if we used C^X ^^(x) for our replacement, which does
(1)

transform with the same matrices as /Kjy(x) does.

We have thus a way of constructing a hermitian vertex function

with definite space inversion properties, provided the invariant

product of (j-^ i2 ^3) exists. This is not the case in general,
"because spin-angular momentum is not conserved in relativistic

interactions. It is in fact intuitively clear that since the two

initial particles would in general have orbital angular momentum

relative to each other, and since the representation resulting

from the reduction of the representations of these two particles

would be an eigenstate of the spin of the third particle, it is

the sum of the orbital and intrinsic angular momenta in the

initial state that must be conserved, and not either separately.

We do not here discuss the reduction^ ^ of these representations,

but just construct intuitively a vertex function such as to

satisfy all our conditions, and subsequently we verify that this

is the case.

What we therefore need, is a spinor object which transforms

as (/, 0), where I is an integer, so that the resultant spin

jx + j2 = j can with I and j^ in 011 invariant product.
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That I must "be our integer and not a half-integer follows from

the fact that the vertex involves only even numbers of Permions.

It is clear that I is the relative orbital angular momentum of

the two initial particles.

Before constructing the orbital angular momentum spinors, we

remind ourselves of the eigenfunctions of non-relativistic orbital

angular momenta, J^)» which are diagonalised with respect
( 4 )

to the well knownv ' momentum operators written in terms of the

differential operators of the polar angles 6 and /6 . These are

called the "Spherical Harmonics"^ K Given Y^(e, j6) all
higher ones can be constructed by the use of Clebsch-Gordan

Coefficients (C-G.C).
We next introduce the "solid spherical harmonic" M (p) s

j *-■ mi

^ ($, fS)9 and we define the "spherical vector" by

Ok)

In terms of the spherical coordinates, the special case of I s 1

for the solid harmonic is known to be

'B'l! (?) =(W 1 (35)

The relative orbital angular momentum of two particles with

momenta p and q has then the basis

*y\, vy\ x

where we have denoted the solid harmonic of t = 1 by ®m which
is itself the spherical vector corresponding to the vector © = ^ p q,
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Equation (36) can "be written in the following form

e- = 2:, ru.r""' (37)

What we need is the spherical vector corresponding to em
which transforms according to the (I, 0) representation of the

H»L.G., which is^ ^ "by analogy to (37)#

jiioy
r (cr^ p ) (o-^a ") , ,© w/^t^x(38)

■i
where E can "be easily calculated!

E^ -hA + (39)

Corresponding to the general ^ ^j^Oe) we now have
M ^i^(E), given "by

m

^(E^. o-ivfin "hv
m

"x »»i TT^ / \ "TT{*
«^im/ 1 * (40)

The transformation property is

U)

UfA] Ew.fMlUtA*']- 2: EJAp,/^) (Ul)

and in general

(42)

Whereas if A was a pure rotation the } would "be unitary

matrices, here in the relativistic case they are not unitary# and
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therefore orbital angular momentum cannot be a "good" quantum

in reaction at relativistic energies.

The following properties of ^ iOfr) are straightforward

to derive from (1.99) and the symmetry properties of C-G.C.,

r ; ; ,
< ' u* i ^ 2^3 r. : • r^ir^

3

(U3)

that

(p^) = i-o J ^ /p)

1(V) , 1/)*(P<"1) = <-) 'M (p,^ )

M)

(U5)

where ^ ^ is the space-inverted A .
m m

We are now in a position to construct the vertex functions,

having defined the relativistic (spinor) orbital angular

momentum functions in terms of momenta. What we need of course

are vertex functions in configuration space, so that we replace

all momenta k by -id • The operation of these derivatives

on the Fourier transforms of the fields involved in the vertices

gives us back the relativistic solid spherical harmonics in

momentum space.

The most general vertex function will contain two different

Fermions of spins and jg, and one Boson of spin As
we have mentioned previously Bosons and antiBosons can be regarded

as being identical because they have the same parity (space
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inversion phase), treating all other quantum numbers as "internal"

and completely independent of space-time symmetry* For this reason

corresponding to the spin-j^ particle, there will be only a (j^» °)
field and no (0, ) field in the vertex, since in this case the

latter is connected to the former by (18). The scalar in (32)

will now take the form

S ' *

(i+6)

where the arguments of ^ and refer, respectively,
to operation on and (x)9 find the function in

curly brackets has been made symmetric in (^, cr)^^(32» 62)
which is done to give the vertex function definite parity trans¬

formation properties. The summations of I and s, the orbital

and spin angular momenta run over the values permitted by the vector

addition equation J- ~ e + I , and, in the event that

parity is conserved, some of these values will be excluded. After

going to momentum space each term will be multiplied by a function

^(k )» which is assumed to be an analytic function of the oneC f D
2

scalar k , which is the only independent scalar constructed

from the two independent fourmomenta involved in the (vertex)
three particle process. These functions are called form factors

and are in fact the Fourier transforms of smearing functions in

configuration space. There are, of course, in general several

such independent couplings for any one vertex. For example, for

the NNy vertex, angular momentum and parity conservation dictate two

form factors, f & « 1, t = oj and [s = 1, I * 2 j while for
N Ny there are three form factors with ^s = 1, I = oj,
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]s s 1 t - 2.\ and \ s = 2, I = 2\ respectively.
The function H(x) does not have definite transformation

properties. Using space inversion laws (16) for the fields,

subject to (17) for the case of the "boson of spin-j^, and
the relations (1+3) and (1+5 )» we find that

U [P] Hoo U[p-'j = vj H^(x )' (U7)

where = r|^ n^ • It is now clear that the parity1 2 5
conserving hermitian interaction Hamiltonian isJ

MT(X) = M (x) + H^(x)
(U8)

(X) - 11-1 fx) - ( H
'

. (U9)

(1+8) being appropriate when tj a +1 and (1+9) when ri = -1 .
Jr ir

We shall finish this paragraph by making some remarks on the

vertex functions Hj(x).
In (1+6) the bilinear in the field is symmetric between

(jg, CTg) (j^, Ci). The second term here is only relevant in
the case of and jg referring to different fermions. When

= jg and /$ and X refer to the particle (antiparticle)
and antiparticle (particle), then the second term is quite

unnecessary. An example of this is the NKx vertex, which has

a unique coupling with orbital angular momentum 1=0 and

rip = -1 . In this case (1+6) simplifies very considerably and
gives

«!<>)« i ( <&(*) - Cptwx.u)) Cf<0l(X) (50)
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having used the identity J2 [ ^ • Using the
following familiar notation

j ^(>01 ') %- 'o \ V[0(T It 0
t_

1 o [-o;. o_ —S=\10(

we can rewrite (50) as

t
HlU) — t ^ (*) X 7- <^(x) <Hp (x) a <- V^(<) <^/

(51)

(52)

which is the familiar vertex expression in Dirac formalism.

This particular vertex happens to "be the only one which in the

conventional formalism is made up entirely of the irreducible

(H.L.G.) fields, namely (%, 0) and (0, 0).
In vertices which involve only Bosons, it is also unnecessary

to retain the term (j2, cr2)^±i(3j, o^) in (U6), because in this
case the X (x) are related to j6(x) through (18), so in any

case the vertex need only be composed of /(x)-type fields.
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CHAPTER IV

POLE ANALYSIS FOR THE xo SYSTEM,

1. Introduction

In this section, we shall give an explicit application of

the formalism described in the first paragraph and the apparatus

developed in the third paragraph of the last section, hy actually

working out Feynman amplitudes from Rules derived^'C^ from the

above-mentioned formalism.

We shall be concerned with the xp system, and in particular,
the structure of the A2 and w resonances as generated by

u-channel exchanges of themselves and AJ. and x mesons.
f (2 }

According to the bootstrapv ' ' idea, the force in the

s-channel, that is, the force binding the xp resonance in the
direct channel, arises from the processes (i.e. singularities

in the amplitude) in the u (or t) channel, that is all

particle and resonance exchanges in the crossed channels. A

particularly interesting case is, that, when a particle

(resonance) is bound predominantly by its own cross-channel

exchange, in which case the amplitude which is dominated by the

pole in the s variable at the mass of the resonance in question,

is given completely (predominantly) by the cross-channel exchange

amplitude due to crossing symmetry. Now this last amplitude can

be evaluated by Feynman Rules, and is not unitary. We shall not

here describe how this amplitude is unitarised, save to say that

it is done by a process of iterationv ' '. Then two requirements

are forced on this amplitude. Firstly, that it should have a

pole in s at the (mass) of the resonance, and second, that
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the coupling constants should he related to the residue of this

pole. Now hoth these parameters are exactly the same ones as

used for input, while calculating the cross-channel Born

amplitude, and so we have two equations and two unknowns, from

which we can evaluate these parameters self-consistently. This

limited discussion concludes our exposition of the bootstrap

(self-consistent) method of calculating masses and coupling

constants, because we shall not actually carry out this process

in the following.

What we shall be concerned with will be the conditions that

must be satisfied, so that such a calculation may be carried

through. The bootstrap condition is, that the cross-channel

amplitude with a pole in u (or t) at the (mass) of the

resonance in question, when projected into the channel appropriate

to this resonance in the s-channel with respect to all quantum

numbers, be dominant as compared to the projection coming from

amplitudes dominated by cross-channel poles corresponding to

all other possible resonances.

So far we have restricted our attention to a resonance,

whose binding is mostly due to a force, itself generated by the

same resonance. This of course does not necessarily have to be

the case for a self consistent calculation of masses and coupling

constants. In principle, all that has to be satisfied is that

there should be an equal number of parameters and self-consistency

equations, that is, the cross-channel exchanges of resonances

A^, Ag# ...... An be the dominant contributions of the direct
channel resonances A^, Ag» A well known example of
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this, is the reciprocal "bootstrapsituation "between the xN

resonances and N si . Here the N turns out to be pre¬

dominantly bound by the u-channel exchange of N, while N turns

out to be bound by the u-channel exchange of N .

We shall investigate in this section, whether the bootstrap

conditions are satisfied for a reciprocal bootstrap between Ag and
to meson-resonances, that is, we shall carry out the s-ehannel

projections into the Ag and to channels, of the u-channel
amplitudes arising from the exchanges of Ag, w, and A^ and x
mesons.

Our first task will be to evaluate the u-channel pole-

amplitudes. To this end, we shall introduce the Feynman Rules for

any spins^ IL^ in paragraph 2. In paragraph 3 we shall calculate

the coupling constants, needed in the evaluation of the amplitudes,

from the experimental widths, and, in paragraph Ij., these amplitudes

will be projected into the A2 and w channels respectively,

and the bootstrap condition will be discussed.

All experimental data used ! masses, resonance widths, decay

momenta and all discrete quantum numbers are taken from the U.C.R.L.-

8030-Part I, August 1965.

2. Feynman Rules^
For the evaluation of Feynman diagrams, there are three

formal objects needed - interaction Hamiltonians Hj(x) for
each vertex at x, wave functions for external particles and

propagators for internal particles.
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We start by assuming that the S—matrix can be calculated,

from Dyson*s formula^^)
oo

. w

(1)

where Hj(x^) is the interaction Hamiltonian, given in paragraph 3
of Section III. As far as Feynman rules are concerned, these Hj
need a few further technical qualifications!

Considering a three particle process, with a Fermion and

Antifermion (of the same particle, a 32 a ^ incoming and
an outgoing Boson, we can write down the vertex-function in

momentum space by

After using the C.R^(2£H) for a and b operators, in the
term H(x), it is * (x) whose Fourier transform will be

expanded in terms of p and (x) in terms of q J whereas

in the term H+(x) the converse will be the case. Thus, after

carrying out the d^x integration, the solid spherical harmonic

in the H(x) term will be a function of the momenta p, q, that

is 3d ^(p» while the one in the term H+(x) will be ^(q,p).
In the event £ j2> first term in eq. (nL-4^ will have a
factor of 3d ^^(p>q) and the second term 3^m^(q»P)» In the
case of Bosons this consideration does not apply, for we assume

particle and antiparticle to be the same.
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A further point to "be mentioned is, that can he a

function of any of the two independent momenta out of the three

fourmomenta p, q and k (p+q = k) involved in the vertex.

This can he seen directly hy considering the hasic relativistic
•alte

solid harmonic E(p,k), eq. (E2>1), in which we replace k hy

p+q with the result that E(p, p+q) » E(p, q). We shall make

use of this point in the next paragraph in simplifying certain

calculations.

Finally we write down explicitly the vertex expression we

shall he needing in the TTf —> JT/ example, that is the vertex

involving xp coupled to a spin-;) Boson (e.g. A2, Al, to, x)
which would he an internal particle!

(J1,!)1 '
(3)

we note here that the in does not operate on one

of the incoming, that is, free particles, hut to the internal

particle of spin-;). This will give rise to U k)» which,

as we have pointed out, is equal toV) (^(p»q)«
This concludes our discussion of the vertex function in

momentum space, rendering it ready for application to Feynman

diagrams.

Next we shall introduce the wave functions corresponding to

external particles. To this end we shall rewrite the Fourier

expansions of the fields completely explicitly, having taken

account of the redefinition of the creation operators in paragraph
a

2 of Section III. It is then/trivial matter to read off the wave-

functions as simply the coefficients of the operators in the
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integrands of these Fourier transforms I

(4)

oO =(2yT)Iw[G>Hp)] ^(ha')6 ^ -K-)]6 [&(-?)"£■ $(p,V;
(5)

For example, the wavefunction for a particle destroyed "by

/0^(x) is (2XT3/2 [2w(p)]^ [B(p)]exp (-ip.x), and
obviously its complex conjugate is the wavefunction for a particle

created "by /^ ^ ^(x). Here o* is the spin projection along
the z-axis. If we wish to calculate the helicity amplitudes, then

we must replace these boosts by the helicity boosts given in

(1.89) and (1.103). In the following paragraphs of this section

we shall be concerned with the explicit evaluation of amplitudes

for the xo system. We shall list below all the wavefunctions

we shall need. These are such wavefunctions arising only from

/-type fields, for in an all-Boson problem, we need only use

/-type (or X -type) fields. The following wavefunctions are

derived from those in expansions (5) by using (1.89) and the

identity

(6

(this is just a special case of (1.43) when A is unitary).

These wavefunctions for a (Bose) particle of momentum
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and helicity X are

created by (, lV,(x;£,>)» <«£ #' JR{^] w-» (to( ^ ,-v* e'^/Zkj)'* cr-X rj "W
(7)

annihilated by jrf J U<r(*;£,X) = [f~yVl &(£)] VnA el^x
with the wavefunction for creation and annihilation of the particle

"by /' given "by V^. (xj p, X) and U^. (x; p, X) respectively.
We shall in fact only need the above wavefunctions for

p-mesons, with 3*1.
It is clear that the wavefunction of a particle is given "by

the "boost operator after the x-integrations are carried out in

(1), It follows thus from the definition of the M-functions

(II.11) in Section II, that the propagators in momentum space

correspond exactly (up to some normalisations) to the spinorial

amplitudes M, and , in an S-matrix philosophy we should

therefore require that the propagators transform according to

the representations of H.L.G. Here we use irreducible fields

(3, 0) and (0, 3), so that our propagators should in particular

transform according to irreducible representations of the H.L.G.
( 14)

The propagator derived from Wick's Theoremv ' is given by

<o|T{ <?,(») cp1o,h^|o>= (•*-*)
(8)

Substituting (3) into (5)» and by using the conventional normalisation

of states (1.37) we obtain
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<0IT? <£'(,) <f(S)i|o>

/ A ^(i) I A
= A <SC ' I*' j ) * 2~ 0ll' (*~^)

where, in terms of (III. ) S^t is given "by

C 6<-j) = if-'-)'1' iZ'"'r'% >. ■ ■ •y
A "being the propagator function for a spin-0 particle

and 2-gQ-i are the terms arising from having commuted the
d d from the right of the ©-functions to the left.
U-1 M-2J
For 3 s o 2. (°) is equal to zero and we just have A p.

For J = 2^ vanishes again, "because the action of the
derivation on the ©- function in "both terms of (11) produces

^-functions <K*0) and -<KxQ) respectively, and after the
integration over dxQ we end up with a definite integral of
d^p "between limits -co and +oo and an integrand antisymmetric

•il

in p. This integral vanishes.

For j ^ 1 not all integrals contributing to 2_^) vanish
and their contributions are in fact noncovariant in the sense of

eq. (11.12), because the covariant derivative d operating on

®(x0) gives on3y dQ ©(x^ = k(xQ) which is no more covariant.
For 3^1 higher order derivatives of b-functions come into
play.

(9)

(10)

(11)
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According to our requirement of the covariance of the

propagator, we shall retain only the covariant part S^i (x-y)
in the Wick propagator (9) and we shall neglect the non-covariant

parts (x-y)» The disappearance of these terms may "be
(10)

formally arranged for by adding suitable terms to the Hamiltonian* ,

Thus the momentum space propagators coming into the Feynman

diagrams directly are

(j) , -iq* n

S„,(<p = e 1
.())

- -i (-H 1 Ji^i(12)

( i4-)
having used the well knownv ' momentum representations of the

invariant causal functions.

The momentum space propagators ^o| T^/(x) TC+(y)S I o>
2 *

arising from Wick*s Theorem are proportional to m jAp(x-y )•
The propagators are therefore given by the TL(3)(p) matrices

given in il) whose explicit calculation^is a straight¬

forward matter. We list below those for 3 = 1 and 3 = 2 which
we need in our example

TT'"(P). t>* +

H (p) 2f>* (?•p.)
(13)
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3« The Coupling Constants

In the last paragraph, vertices, propagators and wavefunctions

are presented explicitly, and the only farther information we need

for evaluating amplitudes numerically are the coupling constants

associated with each vertex, apart of course from the values of

the masses of the particles involved. These coupling strengths

are given by the experimental decay widths, and we shall calculate

them below.

For a resonance of spin-;}'and mass m^ , decaying at rest
into the two particles p and x of mass m and m and decay
momentum p and - p , the formula obtainedx ' for the width

I-1 ((lifetime)"'"), is given, after carrying out the phase-space

integral, summing over the final spin-states and averaging over

the initial spin states!

r = ^ J
(1U)

where

IWf; - JkJf; R(i; J (15)
R^ being the amplitude calculated by the Feynman Rules given in
the last paragraph.

• i o 2
The pit includes the factor , the coupling con¬

stant corresponding to vertex coupling the spin-;) resonance with

k and p. We shall proceed with the evaluation of these absolute
squared amplitudes and summing them as in (1U)»

Using (3) for the vertex and the wavefunctions in the field
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expansion (U)xm^, we can find TlX^. Then, from (1.99) and
(1.97) we have

D(11I6(p)1*= c"1
(16)

"by means of which, and the definition of Ji-matrices, we obtain

the expression

We note that since the process is planar (in particular linear)
the U ^ are real. We have already used this property in (17).
We now go on to make further simplifications which arise from

the special kinematics.

Choosing the o to "be produced along the z-axis we have
o

= (m-j> °) a*1*3- PQ « (pQ $ 0, 0, p). It follows that

l*°>' K) » H U' (18)

and

Ql,) f I Y1'" /*£

I(19)
where the t^jf^ is constructed (c.f. (II.19)) entirely out of
o and o, which are both diagonal, and hence t^{ is also
o J PP

diagonal and
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It follows from (18) that

(20)

ff> (21)

which subject to (20) has a non-vanishing contribution only for

m » 0. In particular, we shall need M (p_, p^), U ^^(P-* P..)
or3 0 r J

in our example, which are given explicitly!

p j (22)

With these simplifications, the sums in (17) can be carried out

either trivially or very easily.

We are interested in the following four couplings

xxo ! d = o T} ss-l I - 1

5COW ! d ■ 1 *1 =-1 I = 1

xoA^ ! d = 1 T) =+1 I 9 0, 2 (l 9 2 neglected)

XO&2 • d = 2 ■n =+1 I 9 2

and denoting (17) "by Z. (d)> we arrive, after an easy and

straightforward calculation at the following results!

/ \ 2 8 li 2s " e**p J V p
f mw3 p(p2 + m2)

2 (Al) = 3^p,a | (Up2 + 7m2)
Z(A2) = ^*pA2 f| »jJ pV + m2)
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Substituting (2lj.) into (lif.) and using the experimental data

for p and f7 , as well as the masses, we find

y* = °-2610 4P* * °-5650

4>* - °-1165 4P* - i*880 •

(25)

We end this paragraph with two final notes.

In (17), the wave function used comes from fields given in

(U)t with an additional factor • This is unnecessary here, "but

is included in the general formalism, to avoid the inverse of

masses appearing, in view of applications to massless particles

too.

Finally, in the third member of (23), there are really two

couplings for the xpAl vertex, while we have neglected the I =2
coupling. This approximation would be unjustifiable for processes

at high energies, because the harmonics corresponding to high (/)
contain greater powers of momenta, and so their relative importance

rises with energy. The above calculations are of course at

threshold, and hence our neglect of I - 2, compared with

I = 0, is Justified.
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l+. Pro.lection and Results

(<\ )
The calculation of the helicity amplitudes% ' for the

u-channel exchanges of x, co, Al and A2 is straightforward by

the use of the vertex (3)» the helicity wavefunctions (7)» the

propagators (12) and the coupling constants, with the assignments

(23). We shall not write out these u-channel amplitudes explicitly,

because it would be cumbersome and is not instructive.

Crossing symmetry is a well known property of Peynman ampli¬

tudes. By applying the substitution Rule - that is, replacing

the u-channel four momentum of each particle which is incoming

(outgoing) in both channels by its s-channel four momentum, and,

by replacing the u-channel four momentum of each particle which

is outgoing (incoming) in the other, by the negative of its four

momentum in the s-channel - we obtain the above mentioned u-channel

amplitudes, the s-channel amplitudes H^(s, cos S) with 6 the
scattering angle. All that is left to do now is to project the

required total angular momentum projection,corresponding to the

spin, J, of the s-chajinel resonance whose binding we are in¬

vestigating. This definite angular momentum amplitude is given
v (byv '

•X > * • (26)
JA -=. Ah V = A< -

Further, the amplitude we require must have definite parity,

namely the parity of the s-channel resonance. To this end, we

consider the transformation property of two-particle (spin j jg)
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helicity statesv ' under parity,

UfPlIT.M-,|T,M;
(27)

where J is the total angular momentum, M its projection. For

the xo system, the following combinations are eigenstates of P

\o>= |T,M,o<p> (28)

the eigenvalues heing (-)( = (-)^~\ (-)J» £-)J-1 respectively.

This basis diagonalizes the S-matrix, so that we may write it in

the form

2i b t
St « e (29)

- l ♦ if€ , 30)

similar to the matrix elements of S between eigenstates of total

angular momentum

S
J
fi

= <( jm ; f | s ( jm ; i^> (31)

Ki + i H£, (32)Sfi * wfi "* * "fi

where f= ^ and 1 5 ^2*
From the inverse of (28), and using (29)» (31)» gives us
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, 4[ e'v> + e*»,]
S[_ = ij e2's™ - e'V (33)

Finally, substituting (23) into (32), then using (29) and (5)

It is clear that I is in fact the orbital angular momentum

of the two particle system. In this sense, both w and A2 are

coupled uniquely to ftp, that is, through a single value of I

each, which happens to be Iss 1 a J and I & 2 & J respectively,

that is, the relevant amplitude in both these cases would be fj,
given by the second member of (34)• Thus, substitution of (26)
into fj in (34) completes the process of angular momentum and
parity projection.

So far we have ignored one good quantum number, the total

isotopic-spin^ Each u-channel amplitude has a definite total

isospin, equal to that of the exchange resonance, and the projection

of this amplitude onto the s-channel amplitude with definite total

isospin equal to that of the s-channel resonance is obtained by use

of the isospin crossing matrix^ ^ for i ® 1 1 1 I

we have

7
,, 1

(34)

f HJT 3iI = oo



This completes the process of projection.

The integration in (26) and the summation over the repeated

indices in the vertices and propagators were carried out on a

computer, the only input "being the incoming energy squared, s,
c O

which was set to a value of 8.2 x 10 (MeV) while at the

threshold itself, s is 8.15 x 109 (MeV)2.
Assuming that a partial wave amplitude such as our f^(s)

21
tends to zero as k near threshold, k "being the incoming

pj
C.M. three-momentum, we divide our results "by k to cancel

out this effect.

The results of the calculation of the amplitudes and their

projections into the appropriate amplitudes contributing to the

resonances in question are listed below.

u-exchange amplitude of resonance R, projected into the
direct-channel amplitude of resonance R' I

R % CO Al A2

R1 : CO -6.984X10"*9 -3.oh8xlo~8 -2.80hxl0"2 -2.352xl0~9
A2 +2.092x10"^ -1.672x10"^ -5.U3U 5.02j.8xlO~5

—*
The energy units used in the calculations were 10 ^ MeV.
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A variety of conclusions may be drawn from this table. The

most striking is that a> is not bound at all by forces arising

from any of these exchanges. While A2 seems to be bound some¬

what by forces due to its own exchange, this does not give any

judication of a bootstrap, because there is a larger contribution

to its binding from x exchange. This of course does not exclude

the possibility of a bootstrap among x and A2, to investigate

which possibility, we would have to project the above amplitudes

onto the x direct channel. This, however, is probably not very

fruitful, since in any case we could not have a reciprocal boot¬

strap actually; as the contribution from x to A2 is not really

dominant with respect to the contribution of A2 to A2 itself,

in which event the problem loses the desirable simplification

present in the reciprocal case. The final conclusion is that

neither «, nor A2 seem to be suitable for selfconsistent

calculations, either by bootstrap or reciprocal bootstrap.
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CHAPTER V

CROSSING RELATIONS AND SUPERCONVSRGENCE

In paragraph 1 of this section we shall derive crossing

relations for C.M. halicity amplitudes for processes involving

massless particles, and in paragraph 2 we shall give an

application of these crossing relations to the superconvergence

of helicity amplitudes.

1. The Crossing Relations?

We start "by assuming that scattering amplitudes are crossing

symmetric. This follows too from the Feynman Rules presented in

the last section, as we shall demonstrate below.

As pointed out in Section II, the scattering amplitude may

be transformed into the M-function by the operation of boosts

(eq. (II.11)). The M-function can be expanded in the form

and functions of the invariants formed from the energy momentum

eovariant spinor bases, of the form D(k.cr). In the special

case of a two particle scattering process, the invariants are

where A* are independent Lorentz scalars

vectors in the scattering process, and Y/g\ are Lorentz

s = (kx + k2)2
t = (kx - k^)2
u = (*! - \f

(1)

where [k] = [k^, k^, kg, k-j] are the four energy momentum
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vectors, with k, and k« incoming.
n m

Now in any scattering diagram, k. = k-
i 1 f 1

(n initial and m final particles), so that any incoming (outgoing)
external line with momentum k can be replaced by an outgoing

(incoming) line with momentum -k. This change will alter the

meaning of the invariants. For example in the 2-particle process,
2 2

if this change is applied to kg, then s » (k^ kg) s = (q-j^^) »

where we have changed [k] into to denote the change of
the physical meaning of s from incoming energy to momentum transfer.

Nevertheless, the M-function will be the same function of the

invariants. Moreover, because of its simple transformation property

(11.12) under H.L.G., the M-function will be the same function in

all Lorentz frames. Naturally, this kind of change (k—>-k)
can only be done by going through the complex values of k, and

this can be done only if the M-function is an analytic function.

This in fact will be an assumption we make in general, and in

particular for Feynman amplitudes, it turns out to be the case

anyway.

Turning now to the physical amplitudes R [K] or H [kJ ,

we investigate the change they will suffer under crossing

(analytic continuation), by examining (II. 11). The boost operators

given by BB+ = (k.cr)/m have square roots of k , and we shall

choose the positive square root for the purpose of analytic

continuation. These boosts are in fact wavefunetions, as given

in (III.I;^) in Section III, and after the crossing operation, we

see that a wave function D [ B(k)] corresponding to an incoming

particle (III. T j becomes D [B(-k)j , which, through (sik)
is the wavefunction for the outgoing antiparticle . This means
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that the physical scattering amplitude too remains the same

function of the momenta under crossing, that is inverting an

external line. Grossing, therefore, may he regarded as a con¬

sequence of locality, which was responsible for the way in which

the Fourier expansions of the fields were made in Section III,

paragraph 1.

For any physical scattering function f [k] , the statement
of Grossing is thereforej

f^s) [K] = f^ [l] (2)
fs )

where 'the amplitude evaluated in the physical region of

the variable s (e.g. s is the incoming total energy) and

f(^) [q] the amplitude evaluated in the physical region of t
(e.g. t ss (q^ + I3)2 is tlie total incoming energy), and ]k]
is the set [k] with the sign of the fourmomentum of the inverted

particle reversed. In the particular case of two-particle scatter¬

ing, with which we shall he concerned in the following,

Ik] as [k^, -kj, -k2, k.^] which is our definition of the
t-channel.
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We are now in a position to derive the crossing relations^ ^
for C.M. helicity amplitudes. Given we mus't find

[k] where now [k] is the set of momenta in the C.M. of
the t-channel. (X) 5 (X^, X^» X2, X^). The equation (2) may
not "be directly applied in this case, because, in the general case

where the masses m^ £ m2 £ m^ £ m^ (mj_^ °) the C.M. frame of
1 and 2 (s-charmel) is in motion with respect to the C.M. frame

of 1 and 3 (t-channel), while the two amplitudes in (2) belong to

the same frame of reference. Another way of seeing this, is to

examine the transformation properties of R or H physical

amplitudes and M spinor amplitudes, (II.10) and (11.12) res¬

pectively. Whereas M transforms according to H.L.G. and hence

is the same in all frames, R and H do not, and are defined

with respect to a special frame, namely the C.M. frame in the

case of the helicity amplitudes H.

It follows from the above that before analytically continuing

j [Q] in the [ q] , we must bring this scattering function
from the t-channel C.M. into the frame in which the C.M. of the

s-channel is at rest, by a Real Lorentz transformation parametrised

by the "angle" (imaginary) X • As the process considered is planar

(2 particles —* 2-particles) it is sufficient to apply a Real

Lorentz transformation along the z-axis to affect this change of

frame. The "angle" for such a Lorentz transformation is given by

q,'0 + q*° = /t cosh %

(3)
[ q• + q^ [ » Jt sinh X

taking [q] to [q*] . This is essentially a boost taking
the t-channel C.M., (q^ + q^ , q,^ + q3) -
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into a frame (cL]_|0 + Ij'0 » * ^3')* in which the process
is designated "by the set of real fourraomenta ^Q1] = ^ *»Q.3 *»<3-2 *»<3-1 *
and which happens to "be referred to the frame in which the 0lJ$l» of

the s-channel is at rest. The new function is given "by (II.10)

to "be

H'VJ=tl ][ H"W
v\ « fkv . (U)
IV . 2 , ^ V * * 1 1 1

Analytically continuing (if), that is [Q1]"—* [ k), we get

J1] whence, using (2) we get

H,S1M• JL JL T><VJ,rAct,*)]«> f>u\A(w„,x)]H(l,rQl
(g)lA & tw

where k^ is given "by [ k] a [ 3c^, -k^, -kg, k^ m ky &2t ^1^
and X s X[I] (c.f. % b'X[k]). Note that V^1] has been
replaced by j[K ] , while no explicit change is made to [ Q~] ,

because as we shall list below (eq.$ ) [Q] is expressed in terms
2 2

of the invariant t » (q^+qj) ® (q^* + q^*) » 0o that the
effect of analytic continuation on [q] (t) is the replacement
"t 88 (qx + q3) -—> "t s (h^ "■* h^j) •

The crossing relations of the helicity amplitudes for

processes with m^ £ m2 / m^ £ m^ (m^ ^ 0) is given by (5/>
provided we use the little group elements by (I.63) and (1.72)
for m^ £ 0 and = 0 respectively.

Alternatively, we could have continued analytically in the

variables £q"J to [K*J [k*] = [q] = [q^ -q^, -q2» qj»
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which is the set of fourmomenta in the s-channel physical region

and in the C.M. frame of the t-chaimel. Prom (2) we have

[k*] ® ^ [ Q~J , to which then we would apply the
Lorentz transformation which takes [k1] intoLK] , where the

C.M. of the s-channel is at rest. This is the inverse of the boost

which takes * k2°» k-^ + kg) = ( /s", 0, 0, 0) to
(k£° -f kg0* k£ + kg) , and is parametrised by the "angle"
given by

W,° 4 k/ » JH~ CtrsU %
I V, + h.'U JT ^*' (6)

These two procedures are equivalent as we shall verify later. They

consist of a Lorentz transformation (change of frame) and analytic

continuation and the converse respectively. This is in fact

equivalent to a Complex Lorentz transformation. We demonstrate

this here, for the first alternative!

In the t-channel physical region, we have, from (I.I0)

A_1(X) q'.O- A_1(X) = 1.0- (7)

where we have taken A+ = A, which is due to our freedom to

restrict to the x-z plane. After continuation in the Iq'] ,

we get

(i) A-1 (X ) k.O- A-1ej6) = q.tr (8)

(-) corresponding to particles 1, 4 and 2,3 respectively. Taking

for simplicity the special value <?LX - (k® _ k°)/V~lT » 0
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which is the case for elastic reactions, we find from (8) that now

cj = ± (( , ikv~£- (' £ > a, 1 t Vw.| -v- k )
(9)

where E is the energy, k the magnitude of the three-momentum

of the particle, 6 the polar angle of scattering in the s-charmel

C.M., and A (X) is given "by

A U ) - cL \ H o^. f SU X
_ - (10)

Thus, if we regarded the crossing relations as "being the elements

of a group of transformations, then this will "be a group of

complex transformations which take real vectors into complex

vectors. Furthermore, this group must "be the group of complex

Lorentz transformations, "because the norm of the vector q in

(9) is the invariant mass

q2 = m2 . (11)

The length of the "space" part of the vector in (9) is

1 1 1 ^ 1 (12)

Before proceeding to evaluate the crossing relations explicitly,

and "branching off into the details of the massive and massless

elements of these relations separately, we list^ ^ the sets of

C,M. fourmomenta [K] and [Q^ in terms of the invariants s
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and t respectively!
(a,)

k; * (i-ih.VH.i)/1/5" <i"-(f -K"+^ )/2/r
fe; = (s+^ -h.;)/2-/T ir = (-t+»; -K )/*/T

= (s-*;+*})/2fr % -(t
k; = f(s-(K",+™,)')(i-(«.,-*,)>•)] /i.fs /sir
^ =[£-((>,f(t-('"it)] yS ft
where k^ kf are the magnitudes of the initial and final C.M.
three-momenta, and similarly qi and •

The explicit evaluation of the crossing relations is

essentially the explicit evaluation of the little group elements

in (5), which we shall consider separately in the massive and

massless particle cases.

In (1,58), the little group element corresponding to a

Lorentz transformation A, is defined in terms of A and the

boost matrices as

A(M)- 3" A(A)Bk^
(lit)

in the two-dimensional complex (basic) representation. It is by

explicit parametrization of A and evaluation of B(k) that we
o

shall find A(k, A).

(i) Massive particle

The helicity boost for this case is already given by

(1.102) and (i.lQU)f "but a simpler expression for a helicity
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boost is

6^* = U(^) Z^,§
Ufi) er^ - U(Sp e*s (15)

(|° s w c-ak ^
tj | .= KV> A-«-«*k

(15*)

where 2 is a pure Z-direction "boost, and q is a t-channel

four-momentum•
o

It is now possible to evaluate A using (15) for B and

(10), with p a z for A, however, it turns out that in this

case the manipulations involved simplify somewhat if we use the

Lorentz transformation matrices A', themselves, which are given

by (in terms of (15) and (10) respectively. Thus we find
v\d

that (suppressing n(v) = 2 row (column))

A[A> ckX o skX I
o I o

skX o cWt

A fZ] = Cn ^ O Sk 5
o I o

ALU] t o o

O C<£>0 W-&

o -Su-0 C<3>©
(16)

and by using these in the corresponding equation to (11*) we find

that

A[A] = I o o

CxTi AO OO

0 _ %w to Cos CO

(17)

that is A is a rotation about the y-axis through an angle given

by
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/ /

C CO CO = <-*r> 1?" +- C u X Srv- -d~
(18)

which can "be shown to he

ckX = ctv 1 — c^ow ^ • (19)

All primed parameters pertain to qf - ' v (X )<!• Using (15*) and

(19) we have

cU 'X [QlCcr> co -

c1„ %' (20)

where now we have started labelling by the particles n = 1,2,3,11,

and the notation is just that in (13)• This is the angle of the
0 (V?), V

"Wigner Rotation". A itself is just equal to dv j/(w) where

d^^ are the reduced rotation matrices^ \
We now rewrite (I4.) by means of the parameter (real angle) co

h"Wi-I ft a t~r ro!
(&r\ OP W\ \^/

where we have replaced the rotation matrices by the

reduced rotation matrices d^, because the Wigner rotation is

only around the y-axis.

After analytic continuation, [Q*]'—» [k] , we have (5) in
the form

h's M -- It It a 40 dHa>[Q"i
(22)

where ton is given by



CO* —

<=\» k (23)

- "belonging to n » 1,4 and n = 2,3 respectively.

Alternatively, had we chosen the second path of crossing,

that is, continuing in EQ] —> [K*] s "[q] first, and then
transforming with A"1 [X*] , given "by (6), [K1]—=> [ K]
we would have obtained, for the Wigner rotations

_ . e kK° - v*: cu-x'
=

.

k w;

and after continuation

Using (13) in (3) and (6) we find that

(2fc)

C<s^ L0y' = t ^ cL *' (25)

cvx , ihih
J7

cuV, nr-
JT

from which it follows that (23) and (25) are identical, and that

the two paths of crossing are completely equivalent.

Using (13) in (2lj.) or (26), it can be shown after some

straightforward algebra that

Wt, - 14-1^ — l4t j WH,

2JT

_ VM« - hi 4

ijrr

(26)
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-1 ^ cos to < 1 (27)

that is, the crossing relations are real.

In the xN elastic reaction example, taking particles 1, 3

to he nucleons and 2,U to he pions, the relation given between

j-o jua o oxic aamc eto uxic rcxai/iuu uo o#ccn oxxc vuljlw

amplitudes (G++f ) «id (F++, J^).

(ii) Massless particle:

The elements of the little group for this case were discussed

in Section I, paragraph 6. Here we start hy evaluating the boost

operators^ ^ explicitly. In contrast to the procedure in (i)
of this paragraph, it will be more convenient for us to work in

the SL(2, C) space. In the 2x2 complex (spin-%) representation,
from

and by using the unimodularity of B, we find the general form

of B to be

p — ( <-*-> , O , o , <-o (28)

!<?/>.
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where £ is a real angle and B^g *s as ye-fc arbitrary. To
remove this arbitrariness, we seek a special solution Bc of
(28), which is given hy

B o

P

Bv
q-^

o

p

<z>

A (30)

That B is a solution can be seen easily by substituting

(30) into (28) and using (1.62).

Taking the arbitrary pliase in (29) to be the same as that

in (1.72), and using (1.72) in (30), we find that B° will be

independent of the arbitrary complex number z occurring in

(1.72) for such a special value of the arbitrary element B12>
that the ensuing B° is

6* * = /lZS
sj

\l2-cv ^3) J1 ="^

(31)

In our case of 2-particle planar scattering, we can set

q2 88
o

If we choose a special form of A

©

A
1 1

(32)

where v is given in Pig. 1, then (30) can be rewritten as
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<r~f - U (^) 2,^1 ^23)

where now Z is the pure z-direction "boost, obtained "by setting

« q and q^ » qg » 0 in (31)* (33) is in fact the limit^ '
obtained from (1.102) as (q/m) —=> oo , and this is the boost

we shall use in (3ii).
In terms of (34) and (10) with p c z, we find for the

one-dimensional little group element

A[<3,Q']- Û"/- th e
(3U)

and <e

with C<n Ik - '2-^2 cL %
2. 2 2-

&w ^ i - A iivX (35)
2 X X W-'/

(1) r °
and all representations Dw' [ A] corresponding to other spins
given by (I.90). The one-dimensional nature of these representa¬

tions is manifested quite independently through the following

condition arising from the raasslessness of the particle in the

equation q* = A q ;

t /

4- CL X £w 1?" v 2= 1
(36)

which is the analog of (19)»
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After the analytic continuation of (5)» we obtain for
°

— i
A [Q, X] from (3U), (35)» by using the condition (36) and
sin [Q, K ] as 0 *

A tq 1 ^ 1 -
N ci /V y £ k- ^ ^ ^ (37)

A*[Q, k ] - jk fc^ j"ctvx - ^ 17
(37*)

sin I?1 as a function of [q! and [ x]> that is after crossing,

is equal to zero because, before the crossing, it was the angle

between q^1 and q2' (see Pig. l) and after it becomes the
angle between k^ and -kg , which are antiparallel.

In each of the following types of processes

(a) four massless particles

(b) three massless and one massive

(c) two massless and two massive unequal

(d) one massless and three massive unequal

it can be seen by using (13) and (3) that (37) is of the following

form

where Z is some complex function of [ x] and [ q] . Clearly
(38) is a real form, so that the crossing relations for massless

particle processes are real as expected.

Finally, we remark on the matrix structure of the crossing

(38)
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relation elements corresponding to massless particles, Since it

is a c-number (one-dimensional), it must "be taken as

where X is the helicity of that particle in the s-channel and X*

the helicity in the t-channel. This only applies to particles

which transform under the same representation of the rotation

-roups in "both channels, that is, are "both in (out) going in

their respective channels. Particles which are in (out) going in

one channel and out (in) going in the other have different repre¬

sentations (complex conjugate) which are unitarily equivalent,
(i)

so that in this case they would "be related "by Dv,;/ C and

D(i) q""1 respectively, given in (1.69) and not "by 1.

Before we give any application, we shall give a check of

these crossing relations in the pion-neutrino elastic reaction.

Prom paragraph U of section II, we know that there is only one

invariant amplitude in this case and the spinor basis for the

M-function is

V D<3 = (cr") (vi .<r )( W,. cr)

n - k a. -+
(35)

(ho)

in the s-channel and therefore, in the t-channel

y( r<3( vv'.o1)
K' -

where we have the same definition of s and t as previously,

and particles 1 and 3 are the neutrinos. The helicity basis^ 6 ^
may be obtained by using (II.11) and (33)» and with the choice of
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to = kQ (c.f. (29)) we find them to he
—7" ( O ...

/t> = 2-(s-v^x) J|s(. ^ (s~)>^)"j/s
(Ul)

Z Z 2 J[st 4 (s- vv,')j t
(U2)

Denoting the crossing relation formally hy 3C, and substituting

H^8^ x A Z^ and = A into we have

Z<8> = _X. which gives us

X =

W"t« (1|3)

This is in fact exactly what is obtained for IX by substituting

the appropriate little group elements for the neutrinos from

(37) into (5)> having used (13) and (3) resulting in cL?\ = 0

and SrU2( = -i leading to ci.% « ~ and A«
■> vfT 2. r-r
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2. Superconvergent Amplitudes

A scattering function f(s, t) which is analytic in s and

has a suitable asymptotic s-behaviour satisfies the dispersion

relation

£<s,t ) ( oil
S S

(44)

for fixed t. If now f(s, t) vanishes faster than s^n+^
then it is called a superconvergent amplitude and satisfies the

following relations

£ Iv~ ^ ; I ) S - O

; (45)J ^ (s(l-) ^ s, = o

By approximating f(s, t) with various pole approximations, and

saturating (45) with these pole intermediate states, one ends up

with sum rules between the form factors or coupling constants

pertaining to the couplings of these Intermediate states to the

external particles of the process.

Naturally, for a process involving spinning particles, there

will be several such amplitudes, and hence several sum rules like

(45)t and, the higher the spins the more this tendency will be.

In fact, it is only for spinning amplitudes that we can have super-

convergence, because some of the amplitudes happen to suffer an

extra power of convergence with asymptotic s, in addition to the

convergence of the amplitudes otherwise known from unitarity^2^
for example. This extra convergence arises from kinematical



factors occurring in, say the Y(s)» basis functions in the
expansion of M into invariant amplitudes, e.g. (11.27). For

example, some (or combinations) may converge faster than

others. These are not, however, the amplitudes we shall apply to

superconvergence relations in this paragraph. We shall instead

be interested in writing down such relations for helicity ampli¬

tudes, The superconvergence of helicity amplitudes for massive
( 21 )

processes has been consideredv ' before, and here we shall extend

it to the case where the process involves massless particles too.

The essential point in writing dispersion relations for
(2.?.)

helicity amplitudes is the observationv that each term in the
* (t)

expansion into invariant amplitudes of contains a

factor

|wH , . x\v~/^
(*-i)

, , W)
u * 1_ "X , V- A ~i - A 4
I ■■

(z\)
Considering this, it has been argued that the following ampli¬
tudes

(U7)

will be analytic in s, because it is analytic in cos by
having removed the % uv factors which include square roots of

r»

cos 19~. We may therefore write dispersion relations like (U^) in s

3e Examples of this for xN-^> xN, xx~-> NN and scattering
are given in ref. ($3) and for yN-^>yN in ref. (2-t)*
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(t)
and fixed t for the amplitudes hv ', and, depending on the

degree of convergence they have at high s, we may even write

superconvergence relations like (45)* To this end, we find from

the limit

CcoiJ~ —-—> 2stj(6 (l -0^xi^y) (/-(>»,J
S—> CO

(48)

that

) t!".. | -> c(t)|H(",,
(49)

where n(V, p) equals the maximum of "V and p , and c(t)
may he determined from (48). It is clear from (49) that the larger

the helicity flip involved in , the better its convergence

will he at large z. It remains therefore to determine the hounds

on to know the behaviour of h^^ at large a. This can

he obtained by use of the crossing relations from the hounds on

H^8^ which we assume are known^2"'^ independently.

It is at this point that the analysis differs between processes

which include massless particles and those which do not. The

difference comes through the different asymptotic properties of the

analytically continued little group elements corresponding to each

particle in the crossing relations (5).
In the massive case (5) takes the form (22) and because of

the reality of the angle to, c.f. (27), d^^(w) does not contribute

to the asymptotic s behaviour of in addition to the
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contribution coming from the "bound on H^s^, S(s, t)
(t}

say. Then the "bound on hv ' will "be

) (s,t) { < c(i) «?(M) s-Mf"'A' (50)

For example, the amplitude k^ijoo in *9 scattering has the
asymptotic "behaviour £(s, t)s •

Applying the same procedure to a process involving a massless

particle of spin 3 we have to take into account the asymptotic

contribution of the factor in the crossing relation corresponding

to this particle.

Here we are interested in the inverse of the element given

by (37) for we are crossing from the s- to the t-channel. Thus

we can see by inspection of (37) and (37*) that for every massless

spin j particle in(out)going in the t-channel, there will be a

factor of s^ as (s ^ =s ei'^ . The analog of (50), the
(t)

s-bound on hv ' then becomes

U(V»n,i)|< c(t) ~J*-0
(51)

where jn 3m are the spins of the massless particles in(out)going
massless particles in the t-channei; and g(t) can be determined

from (37)* For the too amplitude h^t\ n n mentioned above,
4. x,—x,u,u

the convergence is now £(s,t)s .
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CHAPT5R VI

OT-T E;.UAL TIKE COMIaUTATORS OP 3L( 2, CO CURRENTS

( 2S~)
In its simplest form, the method of Current Algebrav '

consists of taking matrix elements of equal-time current

commutators which form an algebra and then saturating these

commutators with intermediate states, with consideration for

the quantum numbers of the particles - between states of which

the matrix elements of these currents are taken - with respect

to the quantum numbers of the currents themselves. Relations

may be obtained thereby, between the form factors of these

currents ana under some energetic restrictions, coupling con¬

stants may be compared which can be checked against experiment.

These currents have definite transformation properties

under H.L.G. and some internal symmetry ( compact unitary)

Group. In generating the algebrae of the currents, their inter¬

nal symmetry properties act completely independently of their

H.L.G. properties, so we shall ignore them completely in the

following paragraphs, since we shall be interested only in the

space-time properties of currents and their algebrae.

In generating the algebrae of currents, it is customary to
1 (^)

take the current to be a bilinear in spin 2 quark fields^ ',

and by using the §dual-time anti-coraaiutation properties (ill.27)
for the spin 2 fields, the Algebra of the currents is generated.

Such currents are given by

* The equal-time commutator of two currents gives back a current
already in the Algebra, in general after several comma tations.



— (M)

' r (i)

(2.s~)
where the quark fields >Kx) are the spherical basis of the

representation (M) - M = multiplicity - of the internal

symmetry group, ana independently are the basis for the

(?>0) + (0, -|) representation of H.L.G. The matrix A ^^
is the m-th generator of the internal group in the spherical

basis and since the quarks belong to the basic representations

(3) and (2) for the 3U(3) and SU( 2) examples respectively,

the only possible representations the current can have under

these groups, follow from the Clebsch Gordon (C.G.) series to

be (l) or (8) and (1) or (3) respectively. The matrices ( .)»
which are more interesting to us, are combinations of Lirac

Y-matrices, with (jj.) = M-n) for an n-th order
' *

tensor current (n = 0,1,2...). The most commonly investigated

currents hitherto have been the scalar, pseudo-scalar (spin 0)5

vector, axial vector (spin l) currents, although second order

tensor^ ' (spin 2) currents, and even spin ■§■ currents^ ' have

been considered.

The current given in (1) transforms by the Lorentz trans¬

formation matrices A A an(3- not °) (c.f. Section 1M*

paragraph h) matrices A [ A*] . It is our purpose in this

section to construct and then investigate the possibility of

using SL( 2, C) currents. We shall be restricting our attention

almost entirely to currents transforming according to the (1, 0)

representation of H.L.G., and, will not even in principle

consider ( ;j/2, 0) type currents so that we remain entirely
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within the quark model, that is, work with currents defined as

bilinears in quarks, although, had we an extension of the quark-

model to integral-spin quarks, the procedure described in this

section would be quite adequate to treat the half-integral spin

currents on the same footing as integral spin currents.

We believe that the SL(2, C) approach has two main advan¬

tages over the 0(3, 1) approach, both of which essentially stem

from the feature of the SL(2, C) representations that the ( j, 0)

representation of H.L.G. is (23 + 1)-dimensional and hence has

exactly the same multiplicity as the spin states of a spin-j

particle. On the other hand, it follows from (11.18) that the

operation of the representation matrices A(^(V) of 0(3, 1)
1 1

onto a symmetric tensor basis correspond to the ( /2, /2) re¬

presentation of H.L.G. for a particle of spin-;}. Now (V2, V2)
= (3/2, 0) ® (0» V2) is not an irreducible representation and

in fact corresponds to particles of spins j, 3-1,,.., 0 through

the C.G. series. For example, A representing a spin-1 particle
p

has four components, and to reduce this to the actual number of

three projections for spin-1, one has to use one condition, the

so-called Lorentz condition A = 0, If we used A for

a spin-2 particle, it follows from the G.G. series above that one

has to use four conditions - and so on.

The first advantage of this formalism is the expression of

form factors for arbitrary spins by a simple prescription. To

write down the form factors of a vertex, one has to construct

bilinears of fields - which are themselves expansions of the
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creation and annihilation operators of the two particles between
: A ■ ■ «! ' • ' '

states of which the matrix elements of the current is taken - such

that they can couple to an integral spin particle with exactly the

same quantum numbers as the current in the original Algebra.

These couplings are in general multiple, and occur through dif-

ferent orbital angular momenta, so that these "currents" formed

of two fields also include the relativistic solid harmonics. In

fact this is exactly what we have done in writing down vertex

functions for arbitrary spin in paragraph 3 of Section III, and
ft t< A

the general result (III.1+6) may be applied directly to any case

in the present context simply by identifying j,, with the

transformation ( 0) of the SL(2, C) current in the Algebra.

The second advantage occurs in the analysis of deriving

dispersion relations by malting use of equal-time current commuta-
(at)torsv . Dispersion relations can be written for the invariant

amplitudes given in the expansion of the M-function with respect

to some Lorentz covariant basis functions (c.f. Section II). In

the above analysis, the M-function for a four particle process is

written in terms of its reduction^with respect to two three-

particle functions, which come in as a current commutator. Now

if these currents transform with the conventional (i, 1) repre¬

sentations of H.L.G., that is with A |Xy> then the M-functions'

will be labelled by indices (|+). This labelling will result in

a larger number of scattering functions than there would be in

the corresponding scattering process of spinning particles. It

is exactly this redundancy that will be avoided by using the
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(1, 0)-type irreducible currents, and the four-particle functions

resulting will be SL(2, c) M-functions, whose decomposition

into invariant amplitudes has been analysed by several authors^ ^
We shall construct (l, 0) currents and calculate their

equal-time commutators in paragraph 2. In paragraph 3 we shall

try to use these current commutators to derive dispersion relation

sum rules.

2« Eaual-time Commutation Relation for :
U»

The definition of current as a bilinear of the
CC p

quark fields and X. is

- tU'lT1 1 fVfo

- i-*"- run'"* *+rw <?,,<*> (2)

whence we can define also the (0, 1) current by using

(1.99)

TM r"' fy )

= 5 H'5 '
_ cx » L

(3)

It is clear that if we are interested in constructing higher

we
( Xi)

order currents, <T ' (n = 2,3»...)> out of spin i quarks,
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shall have to include the orbital angular momentum to the coupling

(c.f. Sec. Ill, para. 3)
• o

\*> = ruq/ ts < jj;- /Jo"', ?)
W

The difficulty in calculating equal-time commutators of

such currents is, that we are faced with equal-time commutators

of fields with derivatives of fields like d /(x), which are
H*

not considered in paragraph 2 of Section III, Naturally, we

may try to use the equation of motion (Dirac equation)

_ i Cp(*) - m XL*)

_ < a-t \ %W= m
(5)

to enable us to write, for example, \ d_ /6{x) , j6+(y) _

o"~ o

in terms of [ a ±/5( x), /5+(y)] _y = d±[^{x), ^+(y)]x = _
0 0 / O O

which is in fact equal to a derivative a -function. Unfortunately
. (3)

apart from the fact that a derivative o -function is not useful

in reproducing currents, it is not in the first place correct to

use (5)» because these hold only for free quark fields. It appears

that the problem of accounting for equal-time commutators of

currents with derivatives of currents is tied up with our knowledge

of the interaction of quark fields.

Alternatively, it might seem to one that derivatives such as

those appearing in (k) could be avoided by using a more artificial
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"quark" model, with quarks of spin-^' such that

T'i'w- r unr (6)

This, however, is not the solution to our problem, because in

view of our considerations in paragraph 2 of Section III, we

know that equal-time commutators of fields with higher spin than

one half include derivative -functions, which are not useful

in reproducing currents, that is, an Algebra.

It is therefore clear that to generate algebrae for currents

of higher order than one, we would need to make a dynamical

assumption to account for equal-time commutators of currents

with derivatives of currents. In other words, we would be faced

by our ignorance of interacting quark fields.

In the following, we shall restrict our interest solely to

the (1, 0) currents, but of course everything that we do can be

repeated more easily for (0, 0) currents, which emerge directly

from (2) if ?;e replaced the C.G, coefficient Iru by
_ a

(1)
To evaluate the equal-time commutator of J, we start

by presenting two simple formal tools: (a) the connection between

C.G. coefficients and Pauli spin matrices, (b) the connection

between the Cartesian basis and the spherical basis,

(a) C.G, Coefficients and Pauli matrices:

Consider the two-component spinors ^ and to form
a 3-component-spinor (spherical-vector) by
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ru 7 = $'■ (o-"') . %*•<* <rt - <r, V o, J r, a, => ^ yj

(i)
where AT is a Pauli matrix in the spherical basis. Since

these spinors transform under SU( 2, C) matrices which are

unitary, it follows from our remarks about (68), and by using

(69), that

t-'C t.t, =
(8)

Since this is true for arbitrary and , it follows

that

ru<ry.. (<') r. .OL \ ' _ C j T (

(9)

Similarly, using the C.G. for the complex conjugate representation

V-.f'*1 v v- ^ 0(P>) •} 2 1 j
i S ^ ^ b V J ^ <r, <r2 o

(10)

we find that

1 \ (a"')v ' <r, , - <rx
(11)

0>) 'The relation between Cartesian and spherical bases:

Define e* bya

~r (i1 1 7T- -Ji («
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where J., and are Cartesian (i = 1,2,3) and Sper-icali a.

(a = 1,0,-1) tensor operators^ 1 of order one, with

T'i
(13)

These «T^ can "be the generators of SU(2, C).
Taking the complex conjugate of e* is denoted, according

U»

to ( 68), "by dotting the 3-coniponent spinor index a, whence, using

(69) as in (a) above, we have

^ i -*■ * 1
e« = (-) «

- CX

(1U)

(15)

Substituting (12) into (13) and using (1U), we get

£ 1 £ ^ * - £ •0< V_,& — o , j

which is the definition of the inverse of e 1 .
a

Making use of (15) in (12) and then substituting (12)

into (13) we have

e7 e(i-
€«• Py - -[l lO'fP. (16)

Finally, consider

-(U -■ i"
7 --\ni] 3 j
* 7 " / (17)
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and

TiTi * + i Tfc
(18)

which follows from the properties of tensor operators and where

6^-^ is the totally antisymmetric tensor.
Substituting first (12) and then (18), in (17), we find "by

further using the identity

£(Ju - ^ (19)

that

(20)

We are now in a position to .generate the algebra of currents,

which includes the (1, 0) currents.

The equal time commutator between da(x) in (2) and its
hermitian conjugate at another space point y(y_. « x )

/ • t

-r "f 1/ 4 cr, ' r » v t

reduces, by the use of (III.27) and the corresponding result for

X
, which is the same, to
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U-O-U^V], f* Mk<f^ KS-91

Substituting (9) and (11) into (22) for the C.G. coefficients, we

get

)fx^) ^ ^a A^) - ^ ^ cnp(y^'\
(23)

•kflyO 1f at
in matrix notation. Remembering that JK'*' s % a , substituting

(12) into (23) and then using (18), (16) and (20) we arrive at

^h> <yi*i]
v I>"1 ^ i(i-^ ) [xVia; 'X(i) + ^-))C^ (23^

and using the notation given "by (III.51) we have

r3*(>Oi * 1 ^/2 •>.(*) + i Q^V J"* (*>
(2k)

after formally having carried out the ^-function integration, and,

with

Tt + \ 4(> '
(25)

the familiar vector current. It is not surprising that by
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commuting two spin one currents we end up with an .c. " vector

current, "because the result of space inversion on J(xQ, x), as
predicted "by (III.16) is J+(xQ, -x) up to a similarity trans¬
formation, and vice versa, so that their antisymmetric combination

(commutator) should have odd symmetry under space inversion.

The commutator in (24) does not form an algebra. The equal-

time commutator of Ja and generates two new elements
-a as eJ* J* . We close the algebra by evaluating theO j J£

equal-time commutators I

I , fyWS. - 2 T1" (*)• (26)
+ v v

(24) and (26) together give the algebra of J, J , Q and J ,

and subsequently the internal symmetry group may also be incor¬

porated, then matrix elements between two one-particle states may

be taken, and after saturation of the intermediate states

relations between form factors can be obtained.

We shall not be concerned with this practical application

here. Instead, the only result we shall use is (24) which will

be useful in the next paragraph for the derivation of dispersion

relations from equal-time current commutators.
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3. Equal-time Commutators and Dispersion Relations

(-2-$ }
We start this paragraph by briefly presenting the analysis^ J

in space-time, and then we go on with our attempt to carry it

through in the three-dimensional complex apace.

Define

(a) XviXl ^ $(*.) , J, M") | fi, >
(27)

(D) = H"x e k" <R![T/-<°'T,
so that T^v is the Hilbert transform of t^y, with p^ and p2
the momenta of spinless particles for simplicity, and [k^\ stands

for \ k, qj p^, p2"] the four fourmomenta in the scattering process.
Generalising from our experience in local field perturbation theory

we assume that T and t can be decomposed into scalar
fXV JXV

functions, which themselves are functions of the scalars formed

from [k] , with respect to some covariant bases • This is[XV

the expansion into invariant amplitudes that we mentioned in

Section II. Let us suppose that we have such a decomposition

on handI

"T>v[vq . ^ y/;*/ * /

•t [ki - (<>, i',^) Vf* rK3 (28)
j i '

where s, t, U. are the scalars formed from [ K j , and n is
the number of independent invariant amplitudes, ten in this case,
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although four of them should he redundant because we know that

there are only six independent spin-amplitudes in this case, with

positive parity signature.

To make use of equal-time commutators, we need to insert a

differential operator in the integrand of (27a), whose operation

on ©(xQ) gives *HX0) and hence an equal-time commutator.
This can he done hy multiplying hoth sides of (27a) hy k , and

thus taking k into the integrand on the right-hand side, The
!•

result of doing this is

T^v [|<~] ^ UvM + 2 6?(t) (

^ » A^k] (29)

where

P(o ,7,(o)]|f.>

X<"7]iR> (30)

and

^p,|[T.(>-); ! i°;> - ^6(1) (31)

U [k] heing the Hilhert transform of u [k] . Similarly to

(28) we have

Uv[k> k k) yv"Vi
a , «> w(0. _ (32)

U V [ic] =2. b /„ ll<l-
i - I
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It follows from (28) and (32) that we can write down the following

dispersion relations

r i ( ^
J s' - s

(33)
* " 5'- 5

Substituting (28) and (32) into (29) and then comparing co¬

efficients of (p^ + P2^ and using (33) one obtains

en'" a,t,u)Ms « 26IO.
— (3U)

This is the type of relation we set out to derive from dispersion

relations and equal-time commutators.

Following this procedure, our object is now to set up the

analogous relations to those given by (27) to (33)» If we can

do this, then the problem of deriving relations like (3b) is, at

least in principle, solved.

To this end we define

<HOe'k"t<P,irT0,(«),T/5+(6)l|R,>
,-k, „ (35)

m .-[KV- 5 ( M e (°)3lRO>r

where now the functions If and m have the transformation

properties of SL(2, C) M-functions and let us suppose their

decompositions into invariant amplitudes'1^ is given by

TK1 % A"' KbO yH-
Wi -- £ a" Ikt,«) y'° [K1 • (36)
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Now the problem of multiplication with momenta, to find the

analogues of (29) is somewhat more complicated in this formalism.

Clearly, to preserve the covariance of the theory, these factors

of momenta will have to come in covariant from, that is as spinors

k(p) p^(j, 3*) transforming according to the (3, j') repre¬
sentation of H.L.Gr. in general. In particular in this case,

M [k] and m [k] both transform according to the (1, l)
representation, and according to our remarks in Section II,

their spinor bases K are of the form p^(l, 1) =
t^v k k , so that if we expect to have any simplification at

all when making the substitution analogous to (28) into (29),
we must define the analogoues of (29) as [k.a] M [k] =

F'v k^ kv M tK] and [k.cr] D^^'k.cr] = m4 1, where
2 2
k ss m . Proceeding as for (29) we find

' ' 1 (37)

where

"-TM- IC W* e'U '4 l&> (38)
r 1

/U„7[K1-- 2. Y„y [ki
VW4 (39,

and (Uo)
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which can "be determined from (21+)• Here we have introduced the

analogues of all relations (27) to (32) and relations similar to

(33) in A and B also hold. The problem would he solved if

we could determine I in the first member of (37), which
cxy

proves to be the stumbling blockI

< PP wo ,V|Pl> (w)

It involves the equal-time commutator of a current with the

derivative of a current. As we mentioned in the first paragraph

of this section, this kind of object cannot be evaluated unless

we knew the equation of motion for an interacting quark field,

or alternatively, if we had a physical hypothesis on hand, of

the same nature as P.C.A.C.^°^. Using the free field equations

in the hope that one might be able to guess what the interaction

term would be, and trying to determine (l+l), turned out to be

extremely tedious and unprofitable, because one was left with

integrands including derivative c>^ ^-functions which were not

useful in reproducing a bilinear which could be regarded as

another current, and because the mass of the quark appeared

explicitly.

It is not surprising that we encounter this difficulty,

because we have got two factors of momentum in ^k.O"^ .

We could of course have used (k.o) alone in (37), but this
would have complicated immensely the transformation properties of

the theory, under H.L.G.

In a particular case, however, we can avoid this difficulty
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relatively simply. This is the ease when one of the momenta*

corresponding to a spin 1 index in m [k] has vanishing norm
2
k sb 0, that is it corresponds to a massless particle. The

( T- )
crucial point is the theorem* ' on M-functions for massless

particles, given in paragraph 1+ of Section II, which states that,

if the M-functions describe a process with an in or out-coming

massless particle of spin j and momentum k^, then

wtKi --o (w)

If now the other spin 1 particle with momentum k^ is massive
then [k^.o] M [ k] does not vanish, and we can substitute
for the %- term in it from the identity M \k\ D^^kj.e^ « 0.

To illustrate this we define a slightly modified version of

the previous m-functions in (35)J

iM jy\-. &(x,-yje \ 'K (*) J
r

(h3)

where Ik] => {k^» k^» kg* k^] and kg, k^ are still momenta
of spinless particles for simplicity. A similar definition is

made for map {XI • Since our only interest here is to deal
with '~X~ , we shall only deal with the M [ Ef[ in the following.

Proceeding as before, we find that

where
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^ /, ,, .u jik*-^)^ r ^ _ .

and

ni uv /j, ^ k . .

2-Yw^^ f ^A°~Y") ^ tow ^ b)]|te»>
' (46)

For k, on the other hand, we get, "by -using (42a)

TT(n - _ ~ L O
X „ficl = V tKl -r >-, n<i t ' u /.,,•(' J X °Vs 1 (3y y (U7)

where

e 1 J*60j t
(48)

and

*>]- <ti<^ e (fc'x-i», •>® "" " (49)

We can easily see now that

X'^IKT- x">+[K'l;
[kl= [li-t.Wi fu,lu1^ (50)
[ k'l = [ k,, w,, U4 , k3~3 ,

so that, using (47) and (50), we can replace in (44)#
in terms of 137 [k] and F [k], thus rendering the rest of the

analysis feasible.
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